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PREFECTS 1964
Back row (1. to r.): M. Chellew, E. Steel, P. Burgin, J . A. Symington, D. McNeill,
S. Lawson-Smith, C. Fauckner.
Front row (Standing): M. Hubbard, H. Greig. (Sitting): J. Mclennan, J . Wilkins, M. Benson
(H ad Prefect), Miss Dunston (Principal), P. Hocking (Deputy Head Prefect), P. Lockwood,
R. Bradley.
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School Council
The Moderator, Rt. Rev. L. G. Maley.
K. H. Baird, Esq. B.Sc. (Chairman).
P. C. Munro, Esq.
F. G. Barr, Esq., B.Sc.
Mrs. G. Barratt-Hill.
Miss J. Randall, M.A., Dip.Ed.
Rev. A. Burtenshaw.
Senator Agnes Robertson.
Prof. D. Sinclair, M.D.
A. E. Dry, Esq., F.C.A.
C. H. Snowden, Esq., F.C.I.V.
Rev. W. B. Gentle, M.A., B.D.
Mrs. J. A. Gooch.
Miss M. Stewart.
R. D. Wilson, Esq., Q.C., LL.M.
J. Livingston, Esq.
Life Members
Prof. A. D. Ross, C.B.E., M.A., D.Sc.

C. A. Hendry, Esq.
J. E. Nicholson, Esq.

Secretary to Council
J. F. Ockerby, Esq., F.C.A.
Principal
Miss E. G. Dunston, B.A., Dip.Ed.
TEACHING STAFF
SENIOR SCHOOL: Miss M. K. Hope, B.A., Dip.Ed. (Senior Mistress); Miss V. G.
Major, B.A.; Mrs. M. V. Adam; Mrs. Anderson; Mrs. G. Binsted, B.Sc.; Mrs M. Blackburn, F.S.C.T., F.I.P.S.; Mrs. P. Farrell, B.A.; Mrs. M. E. Hicks, B.A.; Mrs. J.
House; Mrs. I. L. Hunt, M.A.; Miss L. King; Mrs. L. M. MacKenzie, B.Sc.; Mrs. P.
Marsh, B.A; Mrs. Martin, B.A.; Mrs. P. Ruse, B.A., B.Sc.; Mrs. C. Sandberg, B.A.;
Mrs. A. I. Symington, M.A .. Mrs. Woolcock.
Part-Time: Mrs. K. H. Baird, B.A., B.Sc., Ph.D.; Miss R. Harrington, B.A.; Mrs.
D. Marsh, Dip.Dom.Sc.
Art: Mrs. M. Hetherington, B.A.
Handcraft: Miss M. Love.
Sport: Mrs. M. McNamara, Dip.P.E. (Bedford); Miss E. Riley, B.Ed.; Mrs. A.
Dale; Mr. A. Marshall (tennis).
Music: Miss D. L. Hutchinson, L.R.S.M.; Miss M. Darrington, L.T.C.L.; Mr. z.
Ladomirski, Dip.Mus. (Paris)
Librarian: Mrs. B. Shield, B.Sc.
Speech: Mrs. H. Day, A.A.S.A., L.T.C.L., B.A.
JUNIOR SCHOOL: Mrs. D. G. Woodman (Head of Junior School), Mrs. M. R.
Davies, Mrs. I. V. Parsons, Mrs. A. Leslie, Mrs. G. Tunwell, Miss J. Eastwood, Mrs.
M. Nunn (Kindergarten).

Form Officers
Form Captains
L.A, L. Benjamin
L.B, C. Anderson
IVL, K. Chiew
IVM, A. Young
IVI, M. Beavis
Comm., J. Hebiton
IIIK, M. Macpherson
IIIJ, M. Fraser
IIIH, D. Scott
IIC, D. Jackson
IID, R. Bedells
IIE, J. Brook
IIF, P. Tomlinson
Note.~The First Years alternate

Cot. Reps.
A. Mews
S. Davies
D. Tyler
C. Rutter
E. Cooper
E. Clarke
R. Naughton
D. Stewart
D. Lukin
N. Smith
J. Elliot
C. Paterson
J. Rutherford
their representatives.
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Relief Reps.
H. Clarke
A. Donegan
J. Ingleton
E. Lovell
J. Simpson
J. Moore
A. Spence
H. Jones
P. Milner
J. Maguire
E. Gentle
J. Thurn
G. Meecham

School Calendar 1964
FIRST TERM

Feb. 10: Term begins.
Feb. 12: "Hamlet" at New Fortune Theatre.
Mar. 3: Senior Swimming S p o r t s at
Beatty Park.
Mar. 4: Junior School Swimming Sports.
Mar. 17: Visit of Moderator, Rev. C. J . P.
Mackaay.
Mar. 21: Break-up for Easter.
Mar. 26: Lifesaving Carnival at Beatty
Park.
April 13: School Examinations start.
May 7: Sub-Leaving Penny Concert.
End of term.

Aug. 13-15: "Quality Street" in Carmichael Hall.
Aug. 16: Annual School Service at St.
Andrew's.
Aug. 17: Careers Evening at St. Catherine's.
Aug. 20: Finals of Junior School Speech
Competition.
End of term.
THIRD TERM

Sept. 15: School resumes.
Sept. 18: Senior Athletic Sports. Half
day holiday.
Sept. 26: G i r l s' Interschool Athletic
Sports- Perry Lakes Stadium.
Sept. 30: Show Holiday.
Oct. 2: Mr. Dowding's Visit to Assembly.
Oct. 3: Alliance Francais Examination.
Oct. 7: Junior School Athletic Sports.
Oct. 9: Trial Junior and Leaving begin.
Oct. 10: Alliance Francais Examination.
Oct. 16: Second Year Penny Concert.
Oct. 16-19: Boarders' Weekend.
Nov. 16: Leaving "Study Vac." begins.
Nov. 23 : Junior and Leaving begin.
Dec. 8: Final Assembly.
Dec. 9: Speech Day at Capitol Theatre.

SECOND TERM

May 27: School resumes.
July 10: Boarders' Weekend.
July 17: Choir Festival.
July 23: Hockey Final "A" team v. St.
Hilda's at M .L.C.
July 24: Artur Rubinstein at Capitol
Theatre.
July 30: Modern Languages Evening at
Scotch.
Aug. 7: Interhouse Singing Competition.
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MAGAZINE COMMITTEE
Back row (1. to r.): C. Temperley, R. Meyer, D. Scott, M. Sides, E. Lovell,
Front row: H. Clarke (Sub-Editor), P. Gentle (Editor), M. Stenhouse, M. van Hattem.

Editorial
I am a schoolgirl.
Two-thirds of my week is devoted to school and study. I have not moved into
the world yet and I am not independent- but I ask myself:
How many lives can I save?
I can save lives in India, Korea and countless other countries- if I deign to
reach for my well-filled purse. I can drop a shilling into the Rice Bowl before I go
home to a delicious, plentiful dinner; the third meal for my day. I shut my eyes and
picture the sheer joy and expectation on a starving child's face as he devours a
shilling's worth of my thought- his food.
I can save lives on the road in my city; my country- by being concernedly
aware of the horrifying death toll in my town. I can be the "choosy" passenger; the
thoughtful pedestrian; the encourager of moderate speeds.
I can save the life of a school friend from becoming influenced by, or the victim of
- my foolish, harmful words by locking them behind my lips. NOT- "chatter and
harm"; but- "Labore et Honore"- with work and honour. Only my influence on ONE
schoolfriend; but- "In as much as ye have done it unto one of the least of these,
ye have done it unto Me".
I can save all these lives- then what am I? God? No- but God gives me the
power to save these lives; I give Him prayer to guide my actions and abilities. True
- f am not God.
I am a schoolgirl.
5

Correspondence
Dear Madam,
I do not consider myself unusually fussy and I have decided therefore that I am
quite justified in bringing a small but urgent matter to public notice.
On the 16th of August this year I made a horrible discovery. The so-called dust
which I had swept from my desk every morning for the past five weeks was not dust
at all~no~it was debris from a pigeon's nest. Yes friends, a pigeon (or pigeons) had
built its nest above my head! This doubtful "dust" has been falling ever since and
I feel that the matter should be looked into. CAUTION, not up at.
MOLESWORTH I
Dear Molesworth,
Would a largish beach umbrella be of any use?

Dear Madam,
For the past five years I have been keenly interested in the activities of P.L.C.
fauna, and this year I felt very proud when a small colony of pigeons set up shop
above my desk. The scrabblings and cooings are perfectly delightful, and I feel that
we are indeed privileged in having the pigeons with us. Do you think there is any
likelihood of a bird bath being erected outsde the Leaving A classroom?
Yours,
BIRD-BRAIN
Dear Miss Bird-Brain,
Please see Molesworth 1 as soon as possible!

Dear Madam,
"Are you tired, nervous, frustrated?" Yes!!
Since the Boarding House has been floodlit, I have hardly slept at night. There
is a huge powerful light directly outside my window, which shines in on my face.
I can't sleep until midnight, and then wake again at about 4 o'clock. I am exhausted,
and afraid of developing nervous twitches, especially with the exams so close. Help!!
"RIP VAN WINKLE"
P.S. I cannot draw the curtain because I suffer from claustrophobia~and , anyway, there isn't one !!
Dear Miss Van Winkle,
Try working at night and sleeping during the day~no one will notice the
difference.
Yours,
THE EDITRESSES

Dear Editor,
I never seem to go out, yet I think I am much the same as most people. Please,
can you give me some hints, even if they make me become part of a rectangle of one
boy and three girls, as some of my friends are .
FRUSTRATED
Dear Frustrated,
This is not a Dorothy Dix column. Anyway, mind your own business.
EDITRESS
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Speech Day 1963
Speech Day, December 11th, 1963, was held as usual in the Capitol Theatre. This
year the O.C.A. provided some beautful flower arrangements which did much to enhance the occasion. The new school flag, which was presented to us by the 1963 Prefects, hung in front of the prize table.
The programme opened with the singing of the School Song during the entrance
of the official party. This was followed by a prayer led by the Rev. A. Burtenshaw,
after which the Chairman, Mr. Baird, made his remarks.
Miss Dunston then presented the forty-ninth annual report of the College, covering
all the school's activities during the past year, and concluding with a quotation from
a speech made by the Duke of Edinburgh to young people. In this the Duke had said
that "The patterns of family, church and school have changed ... without some clear
objective or inspiration, ambition and hard work become a rat-race instead of a satisfying obligation."
The Moderator, the Rev. C. J. P. Mackaay, gave his address and then Mr. Baird
introduced Lady Kendrew, who had kindly consented to present the prizes. This was
her first Speech Day in W .A. and we were honoured to be the first school that she
graced with her presence. She spoke to the individual prize-winners, who found her
very charming. We certainly hope to have her with us again some time!
After a vote of thanks to Lady Kendrew by the Head Prefect, Merome Darlington, we were entertained by a "programme of speech, dance and song." A verse-speaking choir gave us two recitations, the First, Second and Third years presented some
folk-dancing and the school choir sang one of their festival songs and three Christmas
carols. The audience joined in with the last carol, "0 Come, All Ye Faithful," and
the afternoon concluded with the singing of the National Anthem.
MARGARET STENHOUSE, Leaving

Visitors to Assembly
During the period when the Presbyterian Church of W.A. was at Assembly, the
Moderator-General, Rt. Rev. Hector Harrison, visited us one morning at our assembly.
He wore the full dress of State Moderator and gave us a most interesting and amusing address. He mentioned that his daughters were once P.L.C. students and the last
time he was at the school was during the war- and he was wearing a kilt! With him
were Rev. C. J. P. Mackaay and Rev. A. E. Burtenshaw, Mr. Mackaay being the State
Moderator of W.A. We were honoured and grateful to Mr. Harrison for giving up his
time to come and speak to us.
On March 17, First Term, the Moderator of Western Australia, the Rev. C. J. P.
Mackaay, came to our morning assembly. Perhaps the most unforgettable topic he
brought up and discussed was the "Beatles." He told us of his admiration for themowing to their bright and happy compositions; significant in our world today. Few
of us will forget Mr. Mackaay's visit- he made us think.
In second term, barely a week before they were due to sail for Baffin Island
(south-east of Greenland), Mr. and Mrs. Keith Cook came to our morning Assembly
and spoke to us. Mrs. Cook, formerly Miss Diane Gribble, was a prefect at P.L.C.
some years ago, and was delighted to be back once again "among the uniforms" to
see her old school. They left Australia on June 21st, to teach English to Eskimo
children at Cape Dorset, Baffin Island, and to become two of the sixteen Europeans on
the island. Mr. Cook, who had been up there previously, gave a very enlightening
and interesting talk about their future work in Greenland- the people, land and conditi9ns there-after which we asked him numerous questions and gained still more
knowledge about this place of which we knew so little.
P.G., Leaving
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Visit to Assembly of Rev. K. Dowding
Early in Third Term the Rev . K. Dowding, director of the Bengal Refugee
Service, returned to Australia to ask the Commonwealth Government to sponsor a
surgical team.
He visited the school and told us about the progress being made in removing
refugees from railway stations to housing settlements outside Calcutta. He also
told us about the dangers of tuberculosis and the need for doctors.
Mr. Dowding said that although schools have been erected there is no equipment
whatsoever.
The Second Years held a Penny Concert to raise money to send to India and
some members of the Junior School also helped in this respect.
E. STEEL

The Bengal Refugee Service
Starvation, sickness, squalor and a hopeless resignation- these are just some of
the things against which the Bengal Refugee Service in Calcutta is fighting.
In the filthy, overcrowded surroundings of the Sealdah railway station 6,000 refugees, many of whom have been unemployed for 17 years, were living under appalling
conditions. The swollen bellies and emaciated limbs of their children still cry out for
mercy- and food.
Now they have been removed to new villages, but medical supplies, food and
schooling equipment are urgently needed; at the moment 388 children under the age
of 14 are being educated in a "school" measuring 60ft. by 20ft. They do not sit at
desks in brightly pain ted rooms- they squat on damp mud, under a tarpaulin slung
over four bamboo poles.
Food and shelter are not all that is needed- most of these people have had to
throw their morals to the winds- for who can think of morality when he knows that
he must steal or see his fami ly die the painful death of starvation? So there is need
of rehabilitation a nd employment, to enable them to return to the standards to which
every human being is entitled.
But to do these things the B.R.S. needs money- not pious words and generous
good wishes, but cold, hard cash!
P .H., Leaving A

Tribute to Mt•s. Sandberg
Having had Mrs. Sandberg either as a geography or German teacher since our
Second Year days, we, as Leaving German students, feel well qualified to express
to her our appreciation of the work which she has done for us in her attempt
(successful?!) to instil some essence of learning into our often reluctant brains.
Mrs. Sandberg's geography lessons have always been highly interesting, made
even more so by true-to-life incidents whi ch she is able to relate to us from her
wide travel experience. She has helped to broaden the horizons of a number of
students, with whom she toured the South-West in May last year thus giving up her
time to give the girls a slight taste of the travel which she has known. These girls
extend their sincere thanks to her.
With regards to German classes, the battle against, in many cases, stone-deaf,
tone-deaf and bone-lazy students, must surely have been an uphill one, but we hope
against hope (W.A. Newspapers Ltd. will tell) that it has not been in vain.
From our experience with Mrs. Sandberg as a camp leader (German camp,
Point Peron, August holidays ) we have no doubt about her marvellous capabilities
as a leader and organiser. We can truthfully say that when we were told, not once
but a thousand times by admiring campers from other schools: "Gosh, you're
lucky to have Mrs. Sandberg as your teacher", we promptly answered, "Yes, we
certainly are !"
In losing Mrs. Sandberg to a rival school in Australia's Eastern States we will
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be losing a fine teacher; but we can console ourseves that "our loss is another's
gain."
From every student of P.L.C. thank you Mrs. Sandberg and best of luck for
the future.
Mrs. Sandberg's residence in the Boarding House was interrupted by a trip to
Europe; however, when she became Senior Resident Mistress two years ago, we did
indeed profit from her added experience in England.
She has been as untiring in her efforts to amuse us, and to broaden our horizons,
as she has been to keep our exuberance within bounds. This year Mrs. Sandberg
arranged for the Senior girls to attend youth concerts, and the fact that we no
longer have Scottish Dancing in the weekends is due to the unfortunate preference
of the Boarders to watch television.
The socials she managed for us with Christ Church and Scotch were declared
outstanding successes, Mrs Sandberg producing a never-ending supply of new games
and dances.
We are indeed reluctant to know that Mrs. Sandberg is leaving us, but we do
wish her every happiness and success in the future in her new post as Headmistress
of Frensham, N.S.W., and hope her experience-s with us have not been too embittering,
and that she will take away with her a few happy memories of the Boarding House
of P.L.C. !
L.B. and J.A.S .

A Farewell to Mrs. Marsh
After having prepared hundreds of P .L.C. girls for their life ahead over the past
17 years we are losing Mrs "Domi-Sci" Marsh. Mrs. Marsh has taken a personal interest in each girl and has very generously given up her own time to help many girls
with extra work for Junior. We are going to miss her kindness and humour.
Thank you very much for all you have done for us, Mrs. Marsh, and best of luck
for the future .

Other Farewells
We also have to say farewell to Miss Riley who is leaving us in order to
further her University studies, and to Mrs. Martin, who is leaving us after two
years as she is expecting a brother or sister for Veronica.
We extend to both Miss Riley and Mrs. Martin our thanks, and good wishes
for the future.
In the Junior School, we are also losing Mrs. Parsons, from Grade VI. We thank
her for her years of loyal service and wish her many happy years of retirement.
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Head Prefect 1964

MARGARET BENSO N (1960-64)
Head Prefect and Dux of Schoo l. Entered
schoo l 1960 with Government Secondary
School Scholarsh ip. Junior Certificate (8
subjects ) 1962. Taking Leaving 1964 . Member of Magazine Committee 1963 . Membe r
of Athletics Team 1964. Ca·ptain Softball "A"
Team 1964. Hopes to study Science at the
University.

It has always been the custom for the Prefects to present the School with a
partin g gift. Last year t h e Prefects gave us our new flag, of which we are justly
proud. This year's Prefects have presented us with a lectern and a Bible for the
Carmichael Hall. The lectern has been designed to match the chairs and table on the
platform . Ther e was some discussion as to which version of the Bible to present, and
t he Prefects finally chose the New English Bible. It is bound in black leather, with
the School crest on the front. We are most grateful to them for t heir gifts, both of
which were dedicated at Assembly on November lOth by the School Chaplain, the Rev.
Bruce Gen tle.

T he School depends m uch on the leadership a nd quality of its Prefects and House
Captain s. T his year, I feel t h at we have been blessed with a team w h o have work ed
together to support the Principal and Staff in maintaining t he good name of t he
School, both within and withou t. In Margaret we have had a n ou tstan di ng Head
Prefect, and I personally have been deeply grateful for her loyalty and co-operation.
Sh e has been most loyally supported by t he Depu ty Head Prefect, Penelope Hocking,
and the example and leadership of the Senior Boarder, Jane-Anne Symington.
To them and to the rest of the team we say "Thank you," and wish them Godspeed in the years to come.
E.G.D.
J0

Prefects' No tes
Our first "re facta" was the painting of the Pres' room- within two weeks of
moving in the place was glowing with glossy white desks with smart "contact" tops.
In conventional style we were pitched headlong into the midst of School Dance
preparations. There followed weeks of frustration and deliberation. Unfortunately,
our decoration plans, although original and most inspired, were rather complicated,
and there were some hair-raising moments on Friday night as some willing helpers
from our "Brother School" delicately hoisted the wires. However, there appeared to
be some slight mishap, so the fathers nobly came to our assistance and brought their
ingenuity to the fore. We are extremely grateful to them and to the mothers who
provided a magnificent supper.
We are proud to say that we heard numerous reports to the effect that our decorations were the most stunning and the most original in "dance history," to which we
would like to add that this was greatly due to the talent and willing assistance of Miss
Love, who supplied us with some delightfully artistic "masterpieces" for our theme.
Our first public appearance was the Annual General Meeting of the S.C.F. Committee. Shortly afterwards we were invited to attend the Annual University Service
in St. George's Cathedral. We were all terribly proud of the magnificent reading rendered by Marg at the Youth Service at St. Andrew's during the May holidays.
Fortunately the weather .was kind to us this year for the Commonwealth Youth
Sunday Service on the Esplanade. The colourful uniforms of the various youth organisations of W.A. presented a moving spectacle against a bright background of the
flags of the Commonwealth, and we would like to extend our thanks to all the Leaving
girls who gave such a marvellous display of marching.
Both Penny H. and Pam displayed some hidden talent (not to mention Heather
who was chief curtain-puller) in the successful production of "Quality Street:"
The School Service, which took place this year at St. Andrew's, was very well
attended by parents and friends, and for the first time we were able to accommodate
the whole school. At the conclusion of the service Mr. Reid presented Margaret with
the school flag and it was a very touching moment to see the Prefects leaving the
church followed by Margaret carrying the flag.
Shortly before the end of Second Term we invited to afternoon tea Miss Dunston
and staff members who teach us. We enjoyed it immensely and we hope the staff
did too. ["Tittle-tattle at genteel tea parties!"]
We have been well represented in all sports throughout the year. We are especially proud of Marg Chellew, who gained a distinction award in Lifesaving; Penny
Lockwood, who was awarded a pocket colour for tennis; and of course, Judy Mac, who
was awarded the third Honours Pocket in the history of the school. Also congratulations to everyone who was awarded colours this year.
We would especially like to thank Miss Dunston, Miss Major and Miss Hope, and
other members of the staff, for their wonderful advice and support throughout the
year. And we would like to wish next year's Prefects as much fun as we have had.

Leav ing Form Notes
Great was the teachers' dismay-but resigned were their faces when they learned
of the great influx of 1964 Leaving students; the mere sixty of this year, however, is a
figure now dwarfed by the surge of 75 eager Leaving students of 1965. However great
their dismay, our courageous teachers managed most successfully to conceal it behind
masks of eagerness for our welfare and pride in our accomplishments. Indeed, it is
most probable that they forgot their earlier worries upon finding themselves engulfed
in a sea of exercise books, waiting patiently off their shelves to be marked.
It is therefore our wish to begin our Leaving Form notes by extending our sincerest thanks to our persevering teaching staff. Thank you, Mrs. Baird and Mr. Ruse,
for preparing the scientists of the future; Miss Hope and Miss Major for inspiring
the politicians and economists; Mrs. Woolcock for instructing the nurses and naturalists; Mrs. Symington and Mrs. Sandberg for producing a confident number of hilinguists; and last, but by no means least, than k you, Mrs. Marsh, for adding a
sparkle to our English lessons which encouraged a horde of literary geniuses (???)
to show their worth, and which made English a most enjoyable subject for us all.
In the line of culture ("intellectual development," to quote the Oxford Dictionary) we attended in various groups, various nightly performances of "Mourning Bell

comes Electra" produced by the University Dramatic Society at the Dolphin Theatre;
this play was actually enjoyed by all attendants. Also in the interests of culture some
of us made a tour of the T.V. and radio studios of the A.B.C. and were even lucky
enough to-wait for it- to . . . to .. . to obtain Clive Hale's autograph! Other excursions in the quest for practical knowledge were taken by the P. & H. and Chemistry
classes, the former to t he Blood Bank (ugh!) and Peters' Ice-cream Factory (yum!),
the latter to Cuming Smith superphosphate works at Fremantle where Barbara (acting faithfully on Mr. Ruse's advice) managed NOT to fall into the cone. sulphuric acid
in the lead chambers. At the end of Second Term a number of students attended a
vocational guidance evening at St. Catherine's College, where representatives of almost
every profession a girl could wish to enter were on hand to discuss with us the profession of our choice. We were greatly amused, and fired with enthusiasm and defence
for our "badly done-by sex" by one of the honoured speakers who was adamant in
her views on "equal rights for women." Suffragette feelings ran high- that night!
Afternoon preparations for the event of the year- the Prefects' Dance- were
hectic and frustrating, due mainly to the complicated tangle of wires which it was our
job to untangle and arrange in neat symmetrical patterns on which were eventually
hung neat symmetrical clusters of decorations- pink, white, mauve and silver streamers set the scene for a Parisian theme (Oo! la! la!). We were, as always, most appreciative of the help given us by our untiring Scotch College "brothers" and for the help
of the equally untiring band of mothers who prepared such a delicious supper. Thanks
to everyone who contributed to the great success of the dance.
"Phoebe Brown, will you be Phoebe Throssel?" These were the final muddled
words which "brought the house down" when uttered in all sincerity by our actressclassmate, Cathy Chambers, in her role of Valentine Brown in P.L.C.' s first public
dramatic performance, "Quality Street." Little did we know of the latent talent hidden under a facade of indifference of a number of our school friends- a talent which
must surely set them off on the way to stardom (?) . Genevieve Vincent (as Miss
Susan Throssell) and Leslie Benjamin (as Patty) deserve a special mention for their
brilliant (and amusing) performances.
There was no lack of sporting achievement amongst the Senior girls this year.
Congratulations to Judy McLennan for receiving an Honours Pocket, and to all members of the "A" Hockey team for all receiving Pocket Colours after their enthralling
win against St. Hilda's in the Grand Final of the Hockey season.
Destination U.S.A.! This is the 1965 prospect for two lucky Leaving girls, Choco
and Nicky. Both have been awarded scholarships to the United States to live and
study there for a period of 12 months. We all wish t hem best of luck for the coming
year. Also to an ex-classmate, Penny Preston, who is one of two State finalists in an
Australia-wide search for two Girl Guides to visit the States at the invitation of a
sister Girl Scout movement.
In conclusion we would like to extend our grateful thanks to Miss Major and
Miss Hope for their guidance throughout the year- and for their perseverance (this
we find the most admirable); so it is with a tear in our eye, a lump in our throat , but
a brave smile on our lips that we bid the school au revoir.

Fourth-Year Form Notes
Our first mistakes of the year, were electing Mally, Angela and Ker ry as form
captains. Our next boo-boos were electing Tisha, Jan, Libby, Chris, Jenny and Coops
as money-grabbers for the year. Feeling the strain of her new position, Angela left
for the Continent in second term, leaving Theo to '"lump" 4M .
Janice, in an effort to remove the "stigma of 4L," is, wit h luck, heading for
America next year (if they'll have her!). Uni. is under t he strain of "trying" to
further Jane's ("Twirl") education in Maths. Mary, in an eff ort to avoid the Commonwealth Scholarship Exams in October, tried to commit suicide in a car smash on
the way to school. She is now back on her feet, while the rest of us are still recovering from the effects of concentration from the exams. Sue and P a uline, however, revived and managed to gain excellent marks in the recent music exams.
Was that horrible-looking colour from S.-L. I the cause of Di, Joy and Coops
heading for hospital, or was it the sweet (? ) perfumy smell ?
In an attempt to further their dramatic ca reers, the Sub-Leavings presented the
12

First Term Penny Concert. Was the sudden arrival of a T.V. in the school a friendly
hint? Perhaps it was this T .V. which caused one girl to become hysterical at the
recent arrival of Paul Wayne. She decided to pull him off the stage! Most of the SubLeavings managed to pull themselves away from the T.V. set for one night, to attend
the Annual Pres' Dance, when the pigtails and black stockings became "transformed"
to "visions of loveliness (??? l ." Even the Spinsters Unanimous managed to find
bachelors for the evening.
Perhaps the sudden success in sporting fields was due to the fact that the Fourth
Years monopolised the teams. Although many girls were successful in gaining colours,
Mally proved most outstanding in being awarded the school's second Honour Pocket.
Another would-have-been fourth year was Lindy Woosley, who took part in the
Tokyo Olympics. A party of Sub-Leavings was at the airport in the early hours of
the morning to wish her good luck, on her departure.
Never mind, P.L.C., we'll return as perfects (Prefects!!) next year!
Our thanks to Mrs. Adam, Mrs. Mackenzie and Mrs. Marsh for putting up with
us this year!

Commercial Form
The Commercial class moved into new rooms this year; and these, with a large
cloak-room and new book-keeping desks, became the envy of the rest of the senior
school. The typewriting room is no longer known as "Siberia", but "Alcatraz"- the
brightly coloured, adjustable swivel chairs having no bearing on this!
Libby Somervaille left us early in the year, and to wish her luck in her new
State, she was farewelled with a luncheon party; Nikki Teague and Margaret
Montefiore being responsible for a large caldron of hot curry and rice.
The Student Bank has again been conducted by this class, and the commission
received was used to buy a toy kangaroo with a joey in its pouch. The Rev. Dowding
had requested pictures of kangaroos to show the refugee children in India, and later
when he visited us, he explained how our present would save his dignity because until
then, he personally had to demonstrate the hopping! Later the Cottesloe branch of
the Commonealth Bank invited us to afternoon tea after which each was presented
with an inscribed pen.
Commercial once again registered a "first" by selling flowers during second term
instead of holding a tuck-shop, and this raised a pleasing sum for Cot and Relief.
Congratulations go to Jill Hebiton on election to Form Captain, Liz Clarke and
Judy Moore as Cot and Relief Representatives. Congratulations to Bev. McPharlin
for her magnificent running in the Inters, and Sue Binks who threw the discus.
They go again to Liz as centre forward in the victorious "A" Hockey Team, and
Karen Hungerford for her swimming efforts. In addition Liz distinguished herself in
her music exam, gaining honours in Grade Seven, Lesley Larson by typing the "copy"
for this "Kookaburra" , Elizabeth Lefroy for balancing the daily collections, and
Shelley Teakle by keeping a steady flow of "breakfast" to the plants. Dale Irvin shall
ever be remembered for her hair styles and Mary Dempster for her nickname
"Ginney".
We were delighted in third term when an electric typewriter was hired for the
purpose of broadening our experience, and once again we are pleased that all students
requiring positions have been catered for, Kerry Rose and Tina Rosenthal now being
fully fledged "working girls".
Many thanks to Mrs. Blackburn for making our last year at P.L.C. a memorable
and very happy one, we wish her all the best in the future.

Junior Form Notes
1964 brought all the Juniors back to the same three classrooms that we have
had for three successive years.
In spite of a few grumbles, we settled in very quickly with Mrs. Sandberg as our
Form Mistress.
We have had a very successful year, especially in sport, and I would like to congrqtulate all the girls who qualified for the Athletics Team; especially Susan Sproule
and Susan Northover who both did exceptionally well in their events.
Sport Awards were given to:- S. Northover, S. Sproule and H. Souness.
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This year a sponsored child was adopted by each Form, ours is Marie Therese
Narzul ; a small Christmas gift was given to her by the class.
Unfortunately we are the last class to have Mrs. Sandberg as a Form Mistress
as she is leaving P.L.C. this year.
We all wish to thank her very much for what she has done for us all through
the year.
M.F., 3J
With Miss King as our Form Mistress and all our tolerant teachers, we have
"paddled" through this year! Janis Maclennan represented u s in the Inters and won
her race. Thank you, Mrs. Binsted, for the map (Neptune) presented to usto adorn our room. This last term we have raised enough money to buy a koala
bear for our sponsored child in Italy. In spite of our reputation as "that III H , Grrr!",
we would like to apologise to our teachers for our " background buzz" . There will only
be nine of us continuing next year after we have all ploughed through Junior
(successfully, we hope!) .
D.S., IIIH
We would like to congratulate all girls who were in Hockey, Basketball, Softball,
Swimming, Athletics and Tennis teams; we are very proud of them- especially Jill,
who won a tennis pocket.
Dancing classes in second term caused a few rifts between our friendships, but
proved to us that boys are simply not worth bothering about. We must concentrate
on lessons, our study, and not be distracted (famous last words). W e were proud to
have Maria acting in second term's "Quality Street".
The following are put forward, with apologies to Shakespeare and J . M. Barrie:
III K- "We see the right course and approve of it- but we follow the wrong" .
(Translated from Latin. )
Junior Results-"If you have tears, prepare to shed them now."
To all the mistresses who have given us so much of their time, h elp and thought"We can no other answer make but thanks, thanks and ever thanks."
We wish to welcome Mary from Scotland, and say goodbye to Andrea, Robyn and
Ann who are leaving us.
·
Thank you, Mrs. Symington, for everything you have done for us. W e realise
we have made life almost unbearable for you; perhaps there is some consolation in
the fact that "she sits high in all the people 's hearts" . We hope so.
M.McP., IIIK

Second-Year Form Notes
The Second Year classes started off the year with all their New Year resolutions
to work, etc.- thoughts which, we are afraid, waned as the year progressed.
We -produced many budding swimmers in First Term with Janet, Jill, Peta, Diana
and Mandy .
Before the May holidays we went to see " Tale of Two Cities" which reduced
most to tears! We were very grateful, however, for the opportunity to see this film
as it helped us tremendously with our novel.
Second term found us searching for basketballers to fight for their class in t he
inter-class competitions, a breed of people of which Second Year h a s n o great a bundance. Due to this mishap many matches were forfeited.
In Third Term, however, we proved we did not lack in a thlet es when a ll ran
and performed extremely well in the Inters. Our outstanding athlete were P at, Libby,
Kitty, Jenny, Terry and Sue.
Although we did not quite come up to scratch in the tidy class competitions we
feel it is prejudice on the part of the markers! The Second Years were, we fe el, very
co-operative in this competition. We realize the rest of t he school m ust h ave put on
superhuman efforts to surpass ours. Our hopes did not cease to rise when Miss Dunston read out the progress points with three Second Year classes con secutively read
first. Unhappily these hopes were dashed to the gr oun d aga in when we realized Miss
Dunston read from the bottom upwards!
Lastly, but by no means least, we would like to t ha nk our four form mistresses,
Mrs. Hunt, Mrs. Binsted, Mrs. Hicks and Mrs. Anderson, for helping and encouraging us throughout the year.
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First-Year Form Notes
This year, our first in the Senior School, has been both beneficial and very enjoyable. Our thanks go to Mrs. Sanders, who gave up in despair after first term and
went to America, and to our new form mistress, Mrs. House, for their valuable guidance and assistance throughout the year. Thanks also go to our form captains, Lee,
Susan and Sue, who did their best to keep the naughty, noisy "Ns" under control,
and to Jan, Chris, Debbie, Darral, Jillian and Vanessa for so skilfully extracting Cot
and Relief money from us.
Congratulations to Louella and Elaine who represented the Form at the I.G.S.A.
sports, and to Sue who won the Essay Competition. Other sporting members of our
class are Susan, Robin and Karen who brought honour to our class in swimming,
basketball and softball.
Our activities during the year included forming a class club, and members participated every week in competitions, debates and lecturettes.
In closing we would like to wish the Juniors and Leavings the best of luck for
their exams, and a good holiday to all teachers to recover from us!
S.S., I.N.
The achievements of IO in sporting activities this year were numerous. We should
especially congratulate Ann Howson, the under 14 swimming champion, and Jenny
Cusack, Elizabeth Blanckensee and Marylin Hunter who competed in the I.G.S.A.
sports. Elizabeth gained first place in her event. We had representatives in all the
interschool sports competitions and our class basketball team remained undefeated
by all other first and second year teams.
Two of the "smaller'" members of the form took part in the school production of
"Quality Street," and the Festival Choir had a IO representative, Sue Walton. Congratulations go to Gillian Lewis- a winner in the essay competition.
A class project this year was to make a scrapbook to send to Mr. Dowding for
the children in one of the schools in India. We hope they enjoy reading it as much as
we enjoyed making it.
A.H., J.C ., E.B., M.H., 10.
First of all, IG would like to thank Mrs. Day for being such a good form mistress
throughout the year; we have enjoyed her teaching very much. Our thanks must also
go to our form captains throughout the year: Lesley Hadden, Helen Maxwell, Meridy
Thorn and Helen Cresswell; and also to our various Cot and Relief representatives.
At the end of first term Barbara Young and Marilyn Whyt~ were put up into
IO because of the high standard of their work. Christine Higham \\/,as under 14 champion in the Athletic Sports and Beverly Black was the runner-up in the under 15
tennis tournament. Congratulations to all these people and also to Barbara Mackertzie
who passed her music exam with 83 %.
'·
..
·
·
M.I. and. H. C., IG.

We were happy to welcome two new mistresses to the Boarding House this year,
Miss Riley and Miss Love, and we hope they have enjoyed being with us.
There were several new changes in our system of activities; seven monitors were
chosen from the Leaving Form, instead of the Sub-Leaving Form, and hence our committee meetings were represented entirely by the Leaving Form and we would like
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JANE-ANNE SYMINGTON (195 1-1964)
Junior 1962 (9 subjects). Life-saving Instructor's Certificate 1963 . Captain Senior "B"
Basketball and member of School Choir 196364 . Senior Boarder 1964.

to thank Miss Dunston, Matron, and Mrs. Sandberg for their guidance throughout
the year.
Instead of going to church at Ross Memorial, as they used to, the Presbyterian
members of the Boarding House now go to St. Columba's, in Peppermint Grove, except
for the first Sunday of each month, when they attend St. Andrew's, and the Anglicans go to St. George's Cathedral. We are very grateful for the buses which were
provided to take us to St. Columba's or to St. Philip's while the weather was so unobliging and unpredictable. We would also like to thank Miss Dunston for taking the
senior girls to the Cathedral on Sunday nights, and for the many outings she has
enabled us to have throughout the year.
We would especially like to thank Mrs. Sandberg for all she has done for us this
year- for making our social with Scotch such an enjoyable one; for giving up h er
time to take us to the Youth Concerts; for taking us to the Boys' Inter-School Swimming, and for the wonderful idea of hiring two buses to take us to Kalamunda to see
the city by night when we were ·so deflated after exams in first term. Thank you, Mrs.
Sandberg.
We were given some marvellous opportunities for furthering our literary and
musical appreciation throughout t he year, for example, such well-known performances as "Hamlet," "The Mikado, " "H.M.S. Pinafore" (so expertly presented by the
Hale School Music Society) , "Lawrence of Arabia" and a magnificent recital by Artur
Rubinstein. Our thanks go to all the mistresses who accompanied us and so made
these outings possible.
The Boarders were well represented in every sport this year- we are especially
proud to have six of the famous "A" hockey team amongst us: Cathie, Janey, Alison,
Liz, Gail and Sara, the Captain. Our youngest boarder, Sue Angeloni, was a delightful mascot, and undoubtedly, with so many other staunch supporters, helped the team
on to a hard-earned and outstanding victory. Congratulations, Sara!
Second Term, which from a distance appeared to be relatively tranquil, soon
proved to be an extremely busy one. In the much-talked-about Pres' Dance on the
first Saturday night of term there was much agitation from t he onset. As usual,
everyone had a wonderful time, and we are convinced that the decorations, supper,
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BOARDING HOUSE OFFICIALS
Back row (1. to r.):

E. Easton, S. Kiddie, C. Chambers, R.
Bradley (P).
Second row: S. Lawson-Smith (P), A. Reid, P. Hocking (P),
P. Burgin (P).
Front row: C. Anderson, G. Hadden, J. A. Symington (Senior
Boarder).
Absent: H. Clarke.

and in fact, the whole dance, was the "best ever." Here we must pause to say that
this success we owe mainly to the parents who so willingly helped us whenever they
could-the fathers with decorations; the mothers with that delicious supper- this is
of particular interest to the Boarding House since the food which was left over provided a simply gorgeous Sunday night's tea!
With true Boarding House enthusiasm everyone entered into the "Rice Bowl"
spirit, and there was a hive of industry, especially amongst the younger Boarders, to
earn money. £1 was donated to each dormitory from the tuckshop, which is being run
so efficiently by Jill and Liz.
The Drama Club was greatly encouraged this year by Miss Love who took a
lively interest in it and produced two excellent plays at the end of the term. The
senior girls presented a real masterpiece called "The Mere Man" and the juniors presented "Safety First" which was quite hilarious, and for which they are to be congratulated . In fact, it was so good that it was put on before the school the next morn17

ing; unfortunately the senior play was too long to be presented again. The proceeds,
which amounted to £3/ 15/ - and were made up to £15 from the Tuckshop, were sent
to the Lord Mayor's Flood Appeal.
About fifty of the senior girls were invited to a return social at Scotch, and all
who went had a fabulous evening.
The School production of "Quality Street" at the end of the term was a tremendous success, and we are very proud of Cathie's outstanding heroic performance.
Third term will see the end for many of us, and it has been a very happy one.
Of course, the first thing to occupy our minds was the Inter-House Sports, and
although we did not win the Boarders v. Day Girls v. Old Girls' race, we came a close
second, thanks to the magnificent run by Sara, Carol and the Twins. We were also
well represented by all age groups in the Inters.
Early in third term the school was delighted to have a visit from the Rev. Keith
Dowding, form'~rly our school chaplain, and now the Director of the Bengal Refugee
Service in Calcutta. It seemed just like old times when the Presbyterian Boarders
went to Ross M"e morial to hear Mr. Dowding preach, and we send our good wishes
back with him, . to Calcutta, and hope that we can help, even in some small way,
within his vital· work.
Our first Inter-Boarding House debate resulted in a win for us. Christ Church invited us to send along a team to thrash out "That We Waste Our Time in Argument"
and so we sent Penny, Jane and Lesley, who were each debating for the first time.
They took the negative side and did an extremely good job, which shows itself in the
large margin by which they won.
Congratulations to Liz Clarke who, besictes representing u s in the hockey team,
passed her seventh grade music exam with Honours.
Last, but certainly not least, thank ycu, Matron, Mrs. Crosson and Mrs. Linton
for taking such good care of us. To those who are leaving we wish the happiness they
have enjoyed in their previous years, and to those who are staying, a repetition of
the same.
JANE-ANNE and PENNY

OUR INFORMAL "PRES"
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SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
A nnual Chui"ch Sei"vice
The Annual Church Service was this year conducted by our Chaplain, the Rev.
Bruce Gentle, at St. Andrew's Church, on Sunday, 16th August, and our parents and
friends were invited to worship with us.
Many of us participated in the service, some of the Prefects leading the prayers,
while others of us participated as the choir.
The choir sang the Introit, "Lead Me, Lord" with Deborah Walton as soloist,
the anthem "Lift Thine Eyes," Psalm 23 to Crimond and the Benediction, "God be in
:My Head." The hymns were "0 Worship the King," "Be Thou My Vision," "Almighty
Father of All Things that be," and the School Hymn.
The Old Testament Lesson was read by Miss D unston and the New Testament
Lesson by the Head Prefect, Margaret Benson. The Prayers of Thanksgiving and
Intercession were led by Jane-Anne Symington and Penelope Hocking respectively.
As the subject for his sermon Mr. Gentle chose one of the emblems on our
School Badge, the "Burning Bush" before which Moses was called to his life's work.
He told us that the Bush, which was self-generated and continuous, was to Moses a
symbol of God's presence and eternal sustaining grace. God appeared to Moses in response to three needs in himself, a n d three difficulties which had to be overcome.
Firstly, he felt in his spirit the burden of the plight of his fellows, just as did
such reformers as Shaftesbury, Livingstone and Martin Luther King. Secondly, Moses
had to find out the Name of God before he could return to his people, and thirdly,
he had to overcome his own diffidence in the face cf the work to which he was called.
However well-intentioned he was, he could not find the resources and the staying
power to do his work. Moses turned to God for help, and God met these three difficulties in him. He was, as we are, dealing with a God whc speaks from a Bush that
burns, but is not consumed.
Mr. Gentle finished by saying "Why not turn aside and see this amazing sight
and let Him minister to your needs? This was the meaning of the Burning Bush to
Moses, and it might well be yours."
DEBORAH WALTON, Leaving A

AI"tui" Rubinstein
Western Australia was honoured by the visit of one of the world's most renowned
pianists, Artur Rubinstein, last July. We were very fortunate in obtain ing excellent
seats at the Capitol Theatre for his one and only performance in this State, and to
hear and see this magnificent artist.
The lights were dimmed and the theatre hushed, as everyone waited for Rubinstein
to appear on the stage where his grand piano had been set up. A little old man with
white hair, full evening dress, came from a little door at the back of the stage,
advanced and bowed to the a udience. He seated h imself at his piano and
commenced to play noted pieces by Beethoven, Chopin, Debussy and others. The
whole audience was kept entranced throughout the whole performance. We were very
lucky as, after Rubinstein had completed his evening's programme, by special request
he played three extra numbers by Chopin, all very well known pieces which completed a wonderful night's entertainment.
Many thanks go to Miss D unston for organising this outing and to the teachers
wh'O accompanied us. Their efforts were greatly appreciated by all.
ANNE RUSHTON, 3K
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The Prefects' Dance
Gaiety, noise and music- soft pastel colours- bright continental window boxesflowers everywhere- and looming above all, the Eiffel Tower, symbol of Romance!
Paris in the spring? No! Carmichael Hall on the night of the Prefects' Dance.
Downstairs in the gym, soft light ·s ilhouetting clusters of tables, illuminating eyecatching travel posters- transforming the gym into a smoky little continental cafe.
Outside on the lawn, the marquee- red and white flowers- bridal creeper- long tables
creaking under loads and loads of food.
In such a setting I don't think anyone could help but enjoy oneself. Why don't
we do this more often?
M.V.H., Sub-Leaving

Australian Ballet
When the night of the Prefects' Dance arrived there was much excitement in the
boarding house. The senior girls were excited because they had their dance, but the
girls in Junior, Sub-Junior, First Year and Grade Seven were even m ore excitedthey were going to see the Australian Ballet!
From the moment the curtain was raised on the first scene, to the moment it
sank at the end of the last scene, we were enchanted . The dancers' costumes were
so exquisite and the dancers themselves were so graceful that we seemed to be in the
presence of a fairy tale. The orchestra added to this atmosphere. Surely these sylphlike creatures were not human beings- but, yes, they were; and I know when we all
walked out of the theatre we vowed we would never be so clumsy again.
Kathleen Gorham and Garth Welch were the two main dancers in both "Princess
Aurora's Wedding" and "The Display. " The four shorter dance scenes, which were
taken from different ballets were equally as enchanting as the two main dances.
We would all like to thank Miss Dunston for arranging such a treat for us ; and
we wish to thank Mrs. Sandberg, Mrs. Linton, Miss King and Miss Love for giving up
their time to accompany us. All enjoyed themselves immensely and we r eally appreciate the thoughtfulness of those who organized the outing.
M.M., IIIK

Sub-Leaving Penny Concert
Over the years, Penny Concerts have become tradition at P .L.C. and they have
frequently been deserving of their titles . However, this year's 1st term concert, presented by the Fourth Years and Commercials could well have been termed a "Twopenny Concert."
The usual trials and tribulations associated with this mammoth production were
experienced, but with the much appreciated co-operation of our mistresses (who even
permitted rehearsals to take place where necessary during school time) the show was
as ready for the opening as a "Broadway Colossal."
"First-Night Flutters" were evident here and there due to the unfortunate absence
through illness of our co-producer and prospective announcer, Libby Lovell. Nevertheless, Libby's efforts and those of her fellow-producer, Jenny Simpson, resulted in an
overall production which would have done credit to more experienced performers.
I regret to report that there is no truth in the current rumour that the "Beatles"
have been engaged for an overseas tour.
Additional supplies of elastic will be procured for any future act similar to that
of the "Tennis Players" ! Special precautions will also be taken in future to avoid
injury to any member of the Staff [or to the Principal ?- E.G.D.] through collision
with one of the cast, as occurred in the gym.
Incidentally, the School and the "original" Penny Concert performers would like
to thank the Principal and Mistresses in question for their superb and revealing (?)
act at the end of the concert.
The cast's special thanks go to Mrs. Adam for her invaluable assistance and
advice.
D.S ., Sub-Leaving
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The Sub-Junior Penny Concert
On Friday 16th we celebrated boarders' weekend with our renowned "Penny
Concert." The Second Years, with the help of their form mistresses, produced and
presented a very enjoyable afternoon's entertainment.
To open the programme, 2E kept the appreciative audience amused by their play
"Alicia's Disposal." Next, a huge cheer went up as a group of very energetic and
enthusiastic football spectators played the Grand Final between Claremont and East
Fremantle. The curtain next drew back to present a "lithping pothtie" trying to
woo the hand of a charming maid, who also had a milkman and robber on the string!
The audience was now treated to a poetry competition, which included all sorts of
weird and wonderful entrants trying to say "My Shadow." In fact, the entrants showed
such unusual and outstanding ability that no prize could be awarded. Lastly, for all
T.V.-loving fans, there was "A Tale of a Wagon Train" whose characters proceeded to
try and hang the brutal Ben Casey for his shockingly wrong diagnosis of poor Iii'
Jamie McPheeters.
So ended one more hectic, but hilarious and happy "Penny Concert" which added
£10 to our fund for Mr. Dowding's work in India amongst the Bengal refugees.
E.G., IID

Cot and Relief Fund
Last year contributions to the Cot Fund amounted to £322 and this was divided
between the following local charitable organisations:Princess Margaret Hospital, £50.
Institute for Deaf Children, £20.
Crippled Children's Society, £20.
Institute for the Blind, £25.
Braille Society, £25.
Guide Dogs' Association, £25.
Presbyterian Homes for Aged, £25.
Meals on Wheels, £20.
Sister Kate's Homes, £40.
Australian Inland Mission, £20.
Slow Learners' Group, £20.
Paraplegics Hostel, £30.
During this year, a·s a result of their Penny Concert, the Sub-Leavings sent
£7/ 17/6 to the Old People's Blanket Appeal, and the Sub-Juniors and Junior School
sent £30 to the work of Bengal refugees.
The Relief Fund in 1963 amounted to £327. £100 was sent to the Rev. K. Dowding
for his work in Calcutta, £100 to the Lord Mayor's Distress Fund for Flood Victims,
and our 10 distressed families in Europe and Korea have been helped as usual.
The Rice Bowl Appeal this year totalled £150.

Hamlet
In March this year a number of P.L.C. girls were given the opportunity to attend
a particularly good production of Shakespeare's Hamlet, presented as part of the 1964
Festival of Perth which marked the opening of Perth's New Fortune Theatre.
The New Fortune Theatre has been based on the traditional Elizabethan open-air
design of Shakespeare's time and is the only one of its kind in Australia. The theatre
has been incorporated into the new Arts Block at the University.
Ian Tweedie's portrayal of Hamlet proved interesting and he was strongly supported by the versatile Neville Teede in the role of King Claudius, and Faith Clayton
as Gertrude, his wife.
Except for a few significant props, very little scenery is used on an Elizabethan
stage. The success of a play produced on a stage such as this depends, not only on
the ability of the actors but the skill and imagination of the producer.
The play was produced by Jeana Bradley, who visited the school last year.
A.M., Leaving
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"Quality Street"
In the last week of second term the drama club produced J. M. Barrie's "Quality
Street" which ran for three nights and brought in a clear profit of £68 with which
we are opening a Drama Club Account.
Despite a somewhat eventful dress rehearsal, during which the cast was obliged
to dodge wire-s that continu ally dropped from above and gaze, panic stricken, all
around and mutter something while wondering where on earth the rest of t he cast
had disappeared to, t he play was a decided success. We would especially like to thank
Mrs. Day, Mrs. Baird, Mrs. House, Mi-ss Love, Mrs. Adam and Mrs. Coxon for their
unlimited patien ce and ingenuity, both of which were needed.
The cast, consisting of Genevieve Vincent (Miss Susan) , Peta Milner (Miss
Phoebe) , Leslie Benjamin (Patty), Catherine Chambers (Valentine Brown), and innumerable other stars celebrated the last night with a party and mixed feelings.
I would like to thank all who helped in the production of "Quality Street", both
tho·s e who created and those who cleaned up. I would also like to hope that next
year's Drama Club enjoys itself as much as we did.

c.c.

J. Benjamin .

C. Chambers .
(Mr . V. Brown)

(" Patty" )
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" THE OLD MAIDS OF QUAL ITY STREET"

L. to R.: G. Vincent, E. Lovell, D. Zafer, M. Sides.

D. Zafer.

M . Sides .
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E. Lovell.

Tlte Iut er House Music Coutpetitiou
"Swans sing before they die'Twere no bad thing
Should certain persons die before they sing!"
We hope that the audience of this annual event were not moved to think along
similar lines! However, the amount of work, time and energy put in by the House
Captains and competitors, produced a fairly high standard, so it seems unlikely that
any but the most critical would have felt this way.
The House Choirs performed first-singing their own selections, accompanied and
conducted by their members. Congratulations go to Stewart and Ferguson, who were
first and second respectively and well-deservedly.
Then the soloists performed, comic relief being provided in the wings by the
displays of "artistic emotion" .
The final results were as follows:HOUSE CHOIR

1st Stewart- "By cool Siloam's shady rill"- 90.
2nd Ferguson- "Westering Home"- 89.
3rd Carmichael- "Greensleeves"- 86.
4th McNeil- "Hark, Hark the Lark!"- 85.
PIANISTS

1st- Sue Bunning (Stewartl - 91.
2nd-Judy Greenhill (McNeil) - 90.
3rd- E lizabeth Steel (Stewart) - 89.
Elizabeth Clarke (Ferguson) - 89.
SINGERS

1st- Pauline Steel (Stewart) - 91.
Maralyn Beavis (Stewartl - 91.
2nd- Sarah Walton (Carmichael) - 90.
3rd- Roslyn Smart (McNeil) - 88.
Deborah Walton (McNeil) - 88.
Denise Chapman (Ferguson) - 88.
RESULTS

Stewart- 448.
McNeil- 439.
Carmichael-436.
Ferguson- 436.
Thanks go to Mrs. Hamilton, herself an ex-P.L.C. girl, who adjudicated, and to
Miss Hutchinson, without whose help the whole performance would have been
impossible.
It all just goes to show that P.L.C. , too, has its long-hair musicians.

Modern Languages Even i n g
On July 30th, the Modern Languages Association again held its schools' evening
at Scotch College. Several schools contributed to the programme, which included
items in French, German and Italian.
This year the P .L.C. Sub-Leavings provided two plays, one in French- "La Belle
Helene" and one in German-"Die Lotterie. " A highlight of "Die Lotterie" was a
party scene which even included the strains of "Sie liebt dich, Ya, Ya, Ya! " "La Belle
Helene" was a passionate melodrama-"une tragedie Gregue en Canada." Mrs. Symington felt that "glorious Technicolor, fabulous Cinemascope and stereophonic sound"
were necessary to appreciate the full worth of this offering, but the cast did admirably well with what they had.
Thanks are extended to Mrs. Symington and Mrs. Sandberg for all their help in
making the plays such a success.
M.S., L.A.
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J uni o r Dancin g Cla sses
The main topics of our conversation when we Juniors returned to school after the
May holidays, were the forthcoming dancing classes with Scotch College.
When the first great day arrived, there were many exasperated looks as girls
turned up at school displaying hairstyles that had "gone wrong". Also there was the
problem of clothes. We didn't want all to look exactly the same, but neither did
we want to look outstandingly different; so we solved the problem by dividing into
two groups- one group wearing shifts and the other group, skirts.
At 3.30 there was no time to waste. Everyone tore home to try and remedy
the "shaggy dog" look.
Then, at 6.30, the first class of nervous girls arrived at Carmichael Hall to find
the boys standing in groups along one side of the hall. Not quite knowing what to
do, we followed suit. No sociable progress was made until Mr. Wrightson called out,
"All rightie boys- take your partners".
Immediately, there was a hushed silence as the boys lurched towards us. My hopes
were rapidly fading, as every one else seemed to be on the floor. Suddenly an enormous
figure appeared before me in a Scotch uniform. I looked up and found a boy there.
As soon as he saw me notice him, he grabbed my arm and started backing on to the
dance floor. I assumed this was the way he chose a partner and so I tried to make
intelligible conversation as we plodded around the floor .
The tension soon eased and we all found that the hour went rather too quickly.
The following weeks were equally enjoyable and the breakup party at Scotch College
was an evening to be remembered, although the floorshow really put our dancing
to shame.
D. CHAPMAN, 3K

Th e J uni o r Germ an Camp
Two groups of six went with Mrs. Sandberg to her house at Gooseberry Hill, to
speak nothing but German for an entire weekend.
We arrived and while unpacking were allowed to speak English. Then it started.
At first our German was very elementary but after two days we found it hard to
speak English again!!!
Whilst there, as well as speaking German, we played "Schlau" (Cheat), saw the
"Lights of Perth," went for a long trip to Kalamunda and held an indoor barbecue.
We all had a marvellous time.
Danke schon, Frau Sandberg.
THE JUNIOR GERMAN STUDENTS

Le Camp F rancais
Le camp au milieu des vacances n'etait pas seulement une longue classe
fran<;aise, mais c'etait aussi une experience sociale et on pouvait y gagner autant
de confiance que d' abilite linguistique.
Nous voulous remercier Monsieur Skinner et ses assistants, a qui est du la succes
du camp oil nous nous amusions tant au meme temps que nous etudions.
En arrivant au camp les eleves du camp allemand nous souhaiterent la bienvenue.
Dimanche matin tout le monde assista a un office religieux, et a onze h eures nous
fimes une excursion a pied.
Pendant la semaine beaucoup de gens vinrent nous voir et ils nous firent des
causeries et des conferences.
Nous presentames aussi un concert de petites pieces de theatre et de chansons.
Tout le monde aimait beaucoup le camp.
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SPOB7S N07ES
S·w imming

This year the Inter-House Swimming Sports were held at Beatty Park Aquatic
Centre on the morning of Tuesday, March 3rd. P.L.C. was the hostess school for the
interschool relays, in which teams from the five other Independent Gii-ls' Schools
competed. Our own four teams were most successful and gained two firsts and two
seconds.
Open Medley Relay: L. Benjamin, J. Wilkins, M. Beavis, E. Somervaille. Position 2nd.
Under 16 Medley Relay: J. Simpson, S . Ctercteko, K. Hungerford, M. Knox. Position 1st.
Under 15 Medley Relay: R. Phillips, J. Thompson, S. Howson, H . Leys. Position 1st.
Under 14 Medley Relay: M. Morrison, J. Elliot, D. Jackson, J. Donaldson. Position 2nd.
Congratulations to all teams.
As an interlude in the morning's programme there was a display of synchronised
swimming beautifully carried out by a team of 12 girls under the instruction of Mrs.
McNamara.
The results of the Junior School Sports held on Wednesday, March 4th, in our
own school pool, when added on to the points of the Senior School Sports, only slightly
changed the order of Houses. The final results were:-1. Stewart- 333 points.
3. McNeil- 249 points.
2. Carmichael- 278 points.
4. Ferguson- 247 points.
CHAl\'IPIONS

Senior- M. Beavis.
Under 15- S. Howson.
Under 16- K. Hungerford.
Under 14-A. Howson.
We would like to congratulate Stewart and all age-group champions on their
performances, and we extend our thanks to Mrs. McNamara and Miss Riley for their
patient training of the swimming teams.

Life-Sav ing Not e s
This year's State Lifesaving Carnival was held at Beatty Park on Saturday, April
4th. P.L.C. entered six teams and of these two successfully reached the finals. The
teams were as follows:
l\'ladame de l\'louncey Trophy (Senior): M. Beavis, K. Hungerford, J . Simpson, M .
Knox, J. Wilkins.
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SWIMMING AND LIFESAVING TEAM
Back row (1. to r.l: A . Howson, M. Beavis, K. Hungerford,
J. Simpson, L. Benjamin.
Front row: J. Wilkins, S. Howson, M. Knox .

McKellar Hall Cup (Senior): M. Beavis, K. Hungerford, J. Sim pson, M. Knox,
S. Ctercteko.
Halliday Shield (U. 16): S. Howson, R. Phillips, R. Naughton, C. Temperley, N.
Smith.
Bader Memorial Cup (U. 15): S. Howson, A. Howson, H. Leys, R. P hillips, J.
Thompson.
Bunbury Cup (U. 14): J. Donaldson, V. Royal, C. Sinclair, D. Jackson, A. Howson.
Anderson Cup (12yrs.): G. Folvig, S. Gordon, R. Chester, S. Gordon, D. Barrington.
Many girls were awarded Lifesaving awards this year, including three Distinction
awards. We would like to congratulate these three girls.
The awards and winners were as follows: Distinction: M. Ch ellew, M. Crawley, M. Beavis.
Award of Merit: J. Simpson, E. Meares, J. Lanyon, E. Lovell, R. Kent, N. Cato,
D. Solomon, K. Hungerford, W. Leach, D. Hines, M. Craig, P. Steel, C. Chambers, R.
Bussemaker, S. Ctercteko, C. Faulkner.
Bronze Cross: N . Porter, J. Greenacre, S. Kiddie, G. Barnett, W. Millington, C.
Temperley, N. Teague, R. Naughton, A . Wheatley, J. Forrester.
Instructors: E. Lovell, A. Donegan, J. Simpson, J. Lanyon, G. Vincent, R. Paris,
M. Hubbard, J. Ingleton, K. Hungerford, M. Montefiore.
Bronze Medallion : G. Travers, A. Moncur, J. Elliot, L . Black, I. Seed, B. Chapman,
C. Bardwell, S. Hill, J . Strickland, D. Lankester, J. Edwards, H. Jones, S. Hubbard,
D. Jackson, D. Baird, C. Paterson, J. Crawley, R. Parkinson, C. Sinclair, J. Glenister,
J. Donaldson, D. Tyler, J. Shaw, H. Newnham, S. Goundrey, J. Thurn.
Bar to Intermediate Star: N. Smith, J. Davies, J. Carr, C. Lapsley, H. McKay,
B. Davies, J . Levison.
Intermediate Star: S. Abbotts, J. Benjamin, E. Pashley, R. Ferrers, J. Cockram,
S. Gent, J . Fuller, I. Blechynden, J . Sassella, J. Co urtn ey, Y. Wat-son, D. Smith,
D. Zafer, C. Bull, L. Wilson, J. Robinson .
Proficiency: B. Adams S. Bennison, S. Walton, J. Tompkins, E. Blanckensee, K.
Jamieson, P. McMillan, D. Glaskin, R. Swan, G. Yeomans, N. Richardson, vV. Naughton,
E. Yeomans.
Congratulat ions to all girls who gained awards and many t hanks to Mrs.
McNamara and Miss Riley for the training of these girls.
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Tennis Notes

Great enthusiasm and determination were shown towards tennis this year and
under the guidance of Mr. Marshall and with help from Mr. Ruse the squads made
steady progress. In the Inter-School competition the Senior Team came fourth and
the Junior Team came equal third .
This year the school was represented by teams in the Slazenger Cup, Mursell,
Herbert Edwards, Professional Bowl and Academy Plate. All teams performed creditably.
Inter-House competitions were held during first and third term.
At the end of first term the school championships were played .
RESULTS
Senior Singles: Gail Hadden defeated Jill Plaisted, 6-3, 6-1.
Junior Singles: Terri Ingleton defeated Beverley Black, 2-6, 6-4, 6-4.
Senior Doubles: Maralyn Beavis and Jill Plaisted defeated Pennie Lockwood and

Jane Cavalier, 6-4, 6-4.
Junior Doubles: Beverley Black and Sue Jones defeated Elizabeth Paterson and
Terri Ingleton, 7-5, 4-6, 6-2.
SCHOOL TEAMS
Senior

Under 15

Pennie Lockwood (Capt.)
Diana Allnutt
Jill Plaisted
Gail Hadden
Eilazabeth Somervaille
Margo Knox
Jane Officer
Maralyn Beavis
Dinah Solomon

Elizabeth Paterson
Sue Jones
Terri Ingleton
Beverley Black
Jenny Maguire
Marieke de Wolfe (Capt.)
Lindsay Bott
Lesley Hadden
Diana Scott

Pocket Colours were awarded to: Pennie Lockwood, Diana Allnutt, Jill Plaisted

and Gail Hadden.
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TENN IS TEAM
Bac k row (1. to r.}: J. Pla isted , M . Knox, P. Loc kwood (Capt.}, D. Solomon .
Front row: D. Allnu tt, G. Hadde n, J. Officer, M. Be av is.

Hockey 1964

This year some important chan ges were introduced into the usual hockey routine.
T here were two under-fifteen teams as well as t he senior "A" and "B" team s. Only
one round of interschool hockey was played; t he top fo ur senior "A" teams then
played a round of semi-finals an d fi n als.
After some very exciting matches, attended by most of t he school, the "A" team
won the shield for the first tim e. Congratulations, "A" team!
Practice matches were arranged against Dalkeith boys, Swanleigh and Graylands
Teachers' Colllege, which were won by t he P.L.C. teams concerned.
A reserve team played a social match against a similar M.L.C. side.
We would like to thank Mrs. McNam ara very m uch for her won derful encouragement, patience and understanding t hroughout the season. Many thanks also to
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Mrs. Passm ore a n d Mrs. Dale for givin g up t heir t ime to help u s d uri ng t he year.
T he fin al placings of t he teams were:"A"

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

P.L.C.
St. Hilda's
M.L. C.
P .C.
St. Mary's
Penrhos

"B )'

-15 "A"

-15"B "

St. H ilda's
M.L .C.
P .L .C.
P.C.
St. Mary's

M. L .C.
St. Mary' s
St. H ilda's
P.L.C.
P.C.
Penr hos

St. Hilda's
M .L.C.
St. Mary's
P.L.C.

T he senior teams wer e as follows :-"A" Team
"B " Team
G. Catherine Chambers
G. Penelope Hou se
R.B. Maralyn Beavis
R.B. Heather Greig
L.B. Lynette Oates
L.B. Frances Maskiell
R.H. Alison Reid
R.H. Rosam ond Bradley
C.H. Debbie H ines
C.H . E lizabeth Steel (Capt.)
L.H. K im Letc hford
L. H . Pauline Steel
R.W. Sara Kiddie (Capt. )
R.W. E lizabeth Dempster
R. I. Ga il H adden
R.I. J ill P laisted
C.F. E lizabeth Clarke
C.F. Christie Fauckn ~ r
L. I. Judit h McLennan
L .I. Margaret Dempster
L.W. J a ne Officer
L.W . Barbara Jerrat
Pocket Colour s were a warded to al l members of the "A" team.

SENIOR HOCKEY " A " TEAM
L. to R.: D. Hines, G. Hadden , J. Officer, A . Reid , K. Letchford , J. Mclennan (V-Capt. ),
S. Kiddie (Capt. ), M. Beav is, E. Clarke, C. Chambers, L. Oates .
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"B" HOCKEY TEAM
Back row (1 . to r. l: F. Maskiell , C. Fauckner, H. Greig, B. Jerrat, R. Bradley .
Centre : E. Steel (Capt.l.
Front row: P. Steel, E. Dempster, M . Dempster, J. Plaisted.

Basketball

In previous years the system of basketball matches was to play two roun ds only.
T his season, one ro und was played, concluded by the semi-finals, finals a nd grand
fina ls. Only the leading four teams from the first round were placed in the semi-finals .
Unfortunately, our Senior "A" a nd "B" did not make any of the finals.
[In place of these final matches t he "A" team played a social match against
M.L.C.]
Many thanks must go to the Parents' Committee for its payment, organization
and management of our transport b etween the different colleges.
· We would like to thank Miss Ril ey for her valuable assistance and enthusiasm.
Also Mrs. Symin gton and Mrs. Leslie must be thanked for their time and coaching.
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The final results were as follows: Senior "A"
P.C.
St. Hilda's
M.L.C.
Penrhos
St. Mary's
P.L.C.

Senior "B"
St. Hilda's
St. Mary's
P.C.
M.L.C.
P .L.C.
Penrhos

M.L.C.
St. Hilda's
P.L.C.
St. Mary's
Penrhos
P .C.

- 15 " B "
P.C.
M.L.C.
St. Mary's
P.L.C.
St. Hilda's
Penrhos

Senior "B"

Senior "A"
G.K. J. Simpson
G.D. J. Wilkins
W.D. R. Bussemaker
c.
D. Solomon
W.A. K. Chiew
G .A. S. Ctercteko
G.S. D . Allnutt

G.D.
W .D .
C.
W.A.
G.A.
G.S.

J . Ingleton

C.
K.
S.
J.

Marshall
Edwards
Burgess
Bower
J . A . Symington
K. EDWARDS

SENIOR " A" BASKETBALL TEAM
L. to R.: J . Simpson , D. Solomon , K. Ch iew, J. W il kins (Capt.), S. Ctertteko, D. Allnutt,
R. Bussema ke r.
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"B" BASKETBALL TEAM
Back row (1. to r.l : S. Marshall, J. Bower, J. A . Symington (Capt .) , J. lngleton, S. Burgess .
Front row: K. Edwards, H. Souness .

Athletics

In an effort to keep girls fit during t he August holidays, beach training was organised. T he work many girls put into t his paid dividends at t he I n ter-House Athletics,
held on Friday, 18th September, when sixteen new records were set and others were
equalled. The J uni or School Sports were held on October 14th. The final res ults were :
1st, F erguson, 803 pts.; 2nd, Carmichael, 744.5 pts.; 3rd, Stewart, 659.5 pts.; 4th, MeNeil, 390 pts.
Champion A thletes were : Senior, J . Sim pson ; U. 16, S. Northover; U. 15, K. Green;
U. 14, C. Higham.
Th e In ter-School Athletic Meeting was held on September 26th at Perry Lakes
Stadium. At first, P.L.C. held only fifth place but we recovered and fi nished in secon d
place. Con gratulation s to St. Hilda 's on a very fi ne w in and many thanks to St.
Mary's as hostess school.
F inal results were: St. H ilda's 1, P.L.C. 2, M.L.C. 3.
Pocket Colours were awarded to t he fo ur girls in t he sen ior relay .team- Judy
McLenn an, Beverley McPharlin, J enny Simpson and Margaret Dem pster.
In con clusion we would like to express our sin cere t h anks to Mrs. McNamara,
Miss Riley and Mrs. Dale for t heir encouragem en t an d tireless efforts t h roughou t t he
season.
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ATHLETICS TEAM
Back row (1 . to r.): D. Hines, J. Cusack, P. Hines , L. Hadden, R. Paris, J. Elliott, E. Steel,
D. Allnutt, S. Kiddie, M . Benson, C. Lewis, J. McLennan (Capt.).
Second row : S. Binks, S. Northover, J. Simpson, M. Knox, D. Tyler, M. Dempster, J. Bower,
E. Paterson, S. Goundrey, B. McPharlin.
Front row: L. Bowers, K. Green , J. Maguire, J. McLennan, S. Howson, S. Sproule, V. Chester,
T. lngleton, J. Donaldson, C. Higham, E. Blanckensee , M. Hunter .

Softball

Again th is year there were two Senior and two Junior Interschool Softball teams.
Only one round of fixtures were played.
After some very exciting matches P.L.C. finished second in both the Senior "A"
and Senior "B" competitions.
Senior and Junior Inter-House matches were played, resulting in a win for Stewart.
Social matches against M.L.C. were arranged for girls not in school teams and
these were t horoughly enjoyed by all concerned.
"A"

"B"

P.

J. Maguire
P.
J . Lanyon
c.
K. Letchford
c.
M. Knox
1st
M. Benson (Capt.)
1st
P. Steel
2nd D . Allnutt
2nd J. Plaisted
3rd
J. Benson
3rd
J. Bower (Capt.)
S .S. J . Officer
S.S. S . Ctercteko
L .F . F . Maskiell
L.F. E. Lovell
C.F. D. Hines
C.F. M. Dempster
R.F. M. Beavis
R.F. P . Temper ley
P ockets were awarded to Margaret Benson, K im Letchford, Diane Allnutt, Jane
Officer and Francis Maskiell.
In conclusion, we would like to thank Mrs. McNamara, Miss Riley and Mrs. Dale
for their support and enthusiasm throughout the season.
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SENIOR " A" SOFTBALL
TEAM
Front row 0 . to r.l:
K. Letchford
M. Benson (Captain )
J . Officer
Sitting :
J . Maguire
M. Beavis
D. Allnutt
J . Benson
Back row :
F. Maskiell
D. Hines

SENIOR "B" SOFTBALL
TEAM
Sitting (I. to r.) :
P. Temperley
S. Ctercteko
M. Knox
P. Steel
Standing :
M. Dempster
J . Bower
E. Lovell
Kneeling :
J. Plaisted
J. Lanyon
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JUD ITH WILKINS (1960-1964)
Athletics 1963. Softball "B" Team. Captain
Basketball "A" Team 1964,

Carmichael House
"Play the Game"
SWIMMING

Preparations for the swimming sports started in earnest almost immediately after
the commencement of First Term.
The sports were held in March at Beatty Park Pool and after a keen competition Stewart emerged as winners and we were a very close third to McNeil. Congratulations to Stewart and Open Champion Mally and to all the Carmichael team who performed very well. After a magnificent win in the Junior School Sports we moved up
to second place in the final swimming result.
LIFESAVING

A number of Carmichael girls passed various lifesaving awards and the points
they earned gained for us second place behind McNeil in the lifesaving.
Margaret Chellew passed her distinction award with highest marks in the State
and was awarded Pocket Colours. We are very proud of her fine achievement.
TENNIS

Although our Senior Tennis Team tried very hard, they only managed to fill third
position. The Junior Tennis, being organised by the Sub-Leaving girls is yet to be
completed, so the final r esult is not known .
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Congratulations to Di Allnutt who was awarded pocket colours for her performance in Interschool Tennis.
SINGING

The music and singing competition was held in Second Term this year. "Greensleeves" was chosen as our choral item. Practices were held during recess and lunch
times and after much hard work we nervously awaited our turn to perform. Sarah
Walton accompanied us very ably and, conducted by Debbie Hines, we received a
good report from the adjudicator. However, Stewart and Ferguson gave very polished
performances and we were placed in third position. Sarah and Mary were our two
vocal soloists and Margie and Sue represented us in the piano solos. All four girls
performed very well and deserve special thanks for their efforts.

HOCKEY
Thank you, Margaret, for orgamsmg all the hockey teams. The team was ke en
and played well to finish equal second with McNeil. Congratulations to Debbie and
Jane, who as members of the victorious "A" Hockey Team were awarded pocket
colours.
BASKETBALL
Basketball has been a sad point for Carmichael during the last few years but
this year the Senior Team went through the season undefeated. The House spirit here
was very good and the team was very keen and determined. The Juniors did not do
quite so well and we finished in second place. This effort in the basketball was a
great improvement and very pleasing indeed. Four members of our house team received two tunic colours as members of the School "A" Team.
WORK
At the end of second term, Stewart was leading in the bid for the Work Shield
and we were a little behind in second place. I hope everyone makes a special effort in
third term in the final exams to retain the Work Shield.
A'.fHLETICS
Athletics were begun as soon as Basketball and Hockey finished in Second Term
as most of the preliminary selecticns had to be made before the holidays. Everyone
trained enthusiastically, but the - 14 girls were particularly keen and the - 15s tried
hard all the time.
The sports were held on the first Friday of Third Term and proved to be very
exciting. We did very well, coming a close second to Ferguson.
This year we were fortunate in having the Open Champion, Jenny Simpson, the
- 16 Champion and runner-up, Sue Northover and Debbie Hines, and the - 14 Champion and runner-up, Christine Higham and Pat Hines. Special congratulations to these
girls and to the other champions.
Jenny and Sue were awarded pocket colours after the Interschool Sports.
Debbie and Jenny helped with the Junior School Sports and after an amusing
afternoon Carmichael finished in second place. The final result was Ferguson 1st, Carmichael 2nd, Stewart 3rd, and McNeil 4th.
SOFTBALL
The softball is still being conducted and we hope to do well in this sport. Best
of luck to all the girls playing in the remaining matches. I would like to thank Debbie
and Jenny and any of the Sub-Leavings who helped them in the organising and selection of the Softball and Tennis Teams.
I am sure all Carmichael would join me in congratulating Mally and Judy on
their awards of Honours pockets this year.
Special thanks must go to Mrs. McNamara, Miss Riley and Mrs. Dale for their
valuable advice and help throughout the year and to Marg Chellew, who assisted me
in my House duties- their help was really appreciated.
The House sport and the great effort of all the Carmichael girls has been very
encouraging and have made my year a very happy and rewarding one.
Thank you for your support and best of luck next year in all your activities.
JUDITH
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PENELOPE LOCKWOOD (1 956- 1964)
Senior Tennis Championsh ip 1963 . Runner-up
Doubles Championshi p 1964 . Softball " B"
Tearn.

McNeil Bouse
"Victory or Death"
SWIMMING

For the second year running the Senior Inter-House swimming sports at Beatty
Park were undoubtedly a great success, and the fact that only 20 points separated
first and last houses proved there was no lack of keen competition.
Congratulations to Stewart for taking first place, and to our girls who fought
so hard to better our position, this year, to second place (First place McNeil in '65!!)
Congratulations to Stewart's three champions- Maralyn, Sue and Ann- and to
our own Karen who was Under 16 Champion.
It was not lack of enthusiasm which was responsible for our fourth place in the
Junior School Swimming Sports, which were held the following day in the School
Pool.
LIFESAVING

A very bright note here for McNeil. Not only did we finish in first place but also
had, in Marg Crawley, a distinction award winner. Well done, Molly and Marg Chellew, other distinction award winners, Marg gaining the highest mark in the Statea great effort!
TENNIS

A run of success here with McNeil again proving the strongest house in the Senior
Tennis. We have good prospects for coming years as the Under 15 team has made a
promising start in winning its first two matches.
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A fine performance by Gail Hadden earned her the title of Open Champion from
Jill Plaisted. As Gail is leaving this year, best of luck, Jill, for next year's finals!
SINGING

McNeil's versatility was proved when we ran second to Stewart, despite an unfortunate occurrence when a quarter of the choir was obscured from all sight and
hearing. Lost points were undoubtedly made up here by piano soloists Shelley Teakle
and Judy Greenhill, and vocal soloists Ros Smart and Debbie Walton.
Thanks particularly to Debbie for such gallantry in the face of overwhelming
odds! Thanks also to Sharon Genoni and Kerry Edwards for accompanying the various items. One of the best performances of the morning was given by our youngest
soloist, Judy, who did extremely well and came second, with 90 % , to Pauline Steel
of Stewart.

HOCKEY
Enthusiasm, keenness, and not a little talent (?) enabled us to gain equal second
position with Carmichael in the combined Senior and Junior hockey results.
Congrats to Ferguson on their convincing win and thank you, Deirde and Alison,
for your efficient handling of both teams.
BASKETBALL
I feel there is definite need for improvement here! Hard practice and greater determination must be shown by next year's teams if we are to improve our position
from third place.
My thanks to Robin for her time and much-needed advice in organising the teams.
ATHLETICS
Congratulations to Ferguson for another brilliant athletics performance and to
the Open Champion, Jenny Simpson.
Highlights of the athletics for us were the convincing wins of our Under 15 Baton
Relay, Under 16 and Over 16 Medley Relay and Jenny Cusack's record-breaking win
in the Under 14 Long Jump.
Final points showed us to be 201 points behind Ferguson but the enthusiasm and
effort shown by our girls did much to compensate Ferguson for our obvious lack of
talent.
However, "Never say die!" The probability of younger and new girls in the
House, and the improvement of existing girls, should give our team a greater chance
of success next year. This also depends on the enthusiasm and effort being maintained at their present high level.
Special congrats to Margo Knox, Jan Elliott, Jenny Cusack and Jill Donaldson,
who were members of the School Team which competed at Perry Lakes.
In the Junior School Sports our team's keenness was exceeded only by the
speediness of the other Houses. An up-and-coming Betty would be welcomed at this
stage!
WORK
Our hopes for better results here will depend on the final examinations, as the
importance of scholastic achievement appears to have been overlooked in first and
second terms.
Congrats to Judy Mac and Mally who were awarded Honours Pockets this year.
1964 has been a year of varying successes for every House and final placings for
sport depend on the remaining Softball and Under 15 Tennis matches.
But in "Victory or Death" all McNeil girls' thanks must go to Mrs McNamara,
Miss Riley and Mrs Dale, whose experience and guidance have been our greatest asset
throughout the year.
I
Many thanks, Deirdre, for your help and support during the year as Vice-Captain.
Thanks also to Marny and Kerry for organising the Softball and Under 15 Tennis
this term.
Finally, I sincerely thank the entire House for their wonderful support throughout my year as House Captain. Best wishes to you all for 1965.
Remember, the most important thing is "to take part."
PENNIE LOCKWOOD, House Captain
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JUDITH McLENNAN (1952- 1964)
Sen ior Athletics Champion 1963. Hockey "A"
Team 1964 . Honours Pocket 1964 .

Ferguson House
"Always Straight Forward"

W ith the year coming to a close and the sporting activities nearly completed, we
are all awaiting the results of the Softball and Junior Tennis which are now in progress, the results of which will determine the winning House, which is still in doubt,
as competition has been so keen.
Due to everyone's co-operation and enthusiasm all the year, Ferguson has done
reasonably well throughout, despite our bad start of a fourth in the Swimming and
Lifesaving. We had the spirit to win but apparently not the skill. Our congratulations
to Stewart on a well-earned w in, and to the Champions- Mally, Karen, Sue and
Ann- and to Margaret Chellew, Margaret Crawley a nd Mally Beavis on gaining the
Distinction Award .
Our talent shone a little more in t he Senior Tennis, and I should like to thank
the team for placing us second to McNeil.
Second Term proved more successful with Ferguson winning the Hockey, but
apparently we all seem to be hockeyites, as our Basketballers did not fare so well,
despite t he diligent training by Margo W hittaker and Penny Gentle.
Also the choir did extremely well due to the invaluable aid of Penny and Anne
Davies, even though there had been many despairing practices beforehand. Soloists
Devon Nankivell and Denise Chapman sang gallantly and "Pie" Clarke and Anna
Yatskin were the pianists; all gave excellent performances.
After m uch hard training over t h e August holidays our Athletic Team displayed
superiority, but the other Houses provided great competition and did not give in
easily. Congratulations to Jenny, Sue, Kitty and Chr istine on their outstanding performances.
Finally I should like to thank Heather for standing by me all the year, and Kim
and Devon for their tremendous help these last few weeks in organizing the sport.
Special mention to Mrs. Mac, Miss Riley and Mrs. Dale for their unceasing and
wholehearted guidance throughout- ! certainly could not have managed without them!
Thank you, girls, for a fabulous year. Always keep our motto before you and remember that "On the strength of each link dependeth the might of the chain."
JUDY
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ROSAMOND BRADLEY (1960-1964)
Teacher Training Bursary 1962. Instructor's
Certificate, Lifesaving, 1963. Hockey "B"
Team 1964. Choir 1963-64.

Stewart House
"Per Ardua ad Alta"

(Through Difficulties to the Heights)
SWIMMING

Take your marks; ready; crack! . . . goes the gun and the swimmers are away.
Splashing and madly fighting the water in an attempt to reach the other end of the
pool without completely submerging.
The event described above was typical of the morning on the 3rd March at the
Beatty Park aquatic centre. The morning went off very well and the bigger pool
and good facilities certainly made the swimming sports a memorable occasion. We
were proud to have three Stewartites as age group champions: Molly Beavis, Senior
Champion; Sue Howson, Under 15 Champion; Anne Howson, Under 14 Champion.
Congratulations to McNeil who had Karen Hungerford as Under 16 Champion.
LIFESAVING

Congratulations to McNeil who won the lifesaving this year. We managed to
gain third place. Thanks to all those who took exams and so gained points. Marg
Crawley, Mary Chellew and Molly Beavis should also be congratulated on gaining
their Distinction awards.
TENNIS

The Senior tennis team consisting of M. Beavis, J. Ingleton, S. Bunning, S.
Ctercteko should be mentioned even though we were rated in fourth position. McNeil
won with 100 %.
The Under 15 tennis has not been completed, but having won the first match, I
hope the team will keep the effort up.
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HOCKEY AND BASKETBALL

Winter sport in second term showed our downfall in hockey and our triumph in
basketball. We won the basketball with 100%, while Ferguson won the hockey. Thank
you, Lea and Sherry!, for doing a good job with the basketball teams.
ATHLETICS

Ferguson took all the honours on Friday, 18th September, when our Interschool
Sports were held. Carmichael, who had three of the age-group champions, are to be
congratulated also. We were third in the Senior school sports, but the "little ones"
managed to win the Junior School sports for us. Mally and Delys helped to train
Stewart Junior School, so I would like to thank them for the time they spent in
doing so.
SOFTBALL

As this is not completed yet, we only hope that the results will be rewarding, as
both the Junior and Senior teams have devoted a lot of time to practising.
SINGING

With our bell-like voices we managed to charm the adjudicator and consequently
we gained first place with our choir of 40. We sang "By Cool Siloam's Shady Rill"
with a soprano and alto harmony. In the last issue we had a descant. Thank you,
Liz, for leading us in the conducting and Sandra for accompanying us. Congratulations to our vocal and piano soloists wh.o were marvellous.
WORK

At the end of 1st term we were coming first and in 2nd term we had managed
to retain this position. We will now have to wait until the end of the year before
we know how we have fared.
Last year, Sue Somervaille, our House Captain, was the first girl in the school
to receive an Honours pocket on her blazer. Congratulations to Judy McLennan and
Mally Beavi who both obtained them this year.
On behalf of all the girls in Stewart I would like to thank our Sports Mistresses,
Mrs. McNamara and Miss Riley; also Mrs. Dale and Mrs. Passmore who have helped
us during the year.
Thank you, "Stewartites," one and all, for pulling your weight and giving your
support to both Liz and myself.
Best of luck to everyone next year.
ROS

P.L.C. contingent at Commonwealth Youth Sunday Parade.
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Senior Athletics 1964

Start of the Open 1 00 yards
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Inter-House Sports.

CLIJB N O TES

S.C.M. COMMITTEE
Back row (1. to r.): D. Nankivell, M. Carr, H. Greig.
Front row: A. Mews, E. Steel (President), J. A. Symington, C. Beilby.

S.C.M. Notes
President: E. Steel.
Secretary: A. Mews.
Committee Members: J. A. Symington, H. Greig, M. Kerr, C. Beilby, D. Nankivell.

This year the S.C.M. was off to a fine start with a visit from the Field Secretary,
Robin McCulloch, who was over from the Eastern States. Robyn gave us many useful
hints for future meetings and she outlined the aim of the Australian Student Christian
Movement.
The aim (as every good S.C.M.-er should know) is to learn more of Christ and
the Christian way of life, and to enter into fellowship with other S.C.M. groups in
Australia.
This meeting was followed by a talk from Mr. Gentle, whose help and advice
throughout the year has proved invaluable to us.
Diane Zafer, Leslie Benjamin, Sharron Genoni and Ann Wheatley each gave a
very interesting talk on their respective denominations which are Greek Orthodox,
Jewish Faith, Roman Catholic and Christian Scientist.
Over fifty girls attended this meeting. Unfortunately not all meetings were so
well attended .
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To end First Term we held a special S.C.M. service.
In Second Term the Rev. A. Burtenshaw held an exhibition of articles made
by aborigines and half-castes of a Presbyterian mission. Films of this mission were
also shown in the "lecture theatre" after school.
Halfwa y through the year a debate was held on the subject that "Christians have
the right to impose their religion on other people". The negative side won.
Interschool meetings were held this year for the first time. At the first meeting,
Elizabeth Steel gave a brief talk on the Presbyterian denomination and its doctrine.
Other talks were given by a Methodist, a member of the Church of England and
two Congregationalists. The second meeting, held in the first week of Third Term
in the University refectory took the form of a panel, chaired by Mr. Gentle, which
answered questions raised by school students.
The S.C.M. group is also knitting a blanket for Korea and would be willing to
receive squares knitted during the holidays. (Contact E. Steel or A. Mews.) The
Boarders have knitted a blanket which was shown as an example to the school in
Assembly and the Sub-Leavings are in the process of mak"ng another one.
This term, members of the S.C.M. have led the prayers at Assembly on Monday
mornings.
Our grateful thanks go especially to Mr. Gentle, and to Mrs. Farrell who has
done such a wonderful job in keeping us all organised for all our meetings. We
would also like to extend our thanks to everyone who has supported us during the
year.
We end with prayers and good wishes to future S.C .M-ers.
ELIZABETH STEEL

History Club Notes
President : Roslyn Smart.
Secretary: Carol Anderson.
Rept·esentatives: Diana Allnutt 4I, Chris Rutter 4M, Kerry Edwards 4L, Janet
Elliot 3J, P. Anderson 3K, Anne Paterson 3H.
This year the club managed two meetings, one in First Term and one in Second
Term . Both were entirely successful thanks to the interesting talks given by Mr. Malcolm Uren, the author of several historical novels, and Brigadier Norman, the former
Administrator of Norfolk Island.
The first meeting was held in the hall with guest speaker Mr. Malcolm Uren. He
spoke on "The Story in History" and his talk covered a wide range of subjects from
the origin and meaning of native place names to some of the rather odd but fascinating laws passed in Perth in the early days to famous personalities in the earlier days
of W.A. By the end of Mr. Uren's talk everyone present was thoroughly absorbed in
the subject, and there seem2d a never-ending stream of questions from the members.
We are very grateful to Mr. Uren for giving up his valuable time to come to speak
to the club.
Brigadier H. B. Norman, D.S.O., M.C. , the speaker at our second club meeting,
spoke on his work while Administrator of Norfolk Island. He showed us some interesting slides of the island and we were thrilled to see a photo of one of our present
pupils, Janet Thompson, a former member of the Norfolk Island community. Other
slides portrayed the beauty of the landscape and intrigue of the old buildings, including the Brigadier's residence- Government House. Some of the buildings w ere built
when the colony on the island was first established in 1788. Due to Mothercraft lectures
and exams the following week there were as many present as could be expected under
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HISTORY CLUB REPRESENTATIVES
Back row (1. to r.) : K. Edwards, C. Rutter.
Middle row: J. Elliot, D. Allnutt, P. Anderson
Front row : A. Paterson, C. Anderson, R. Smart (President) .
Absent: M . Stenhouse .

those circumstances. Those who did come enjoyed his extremely interesting talk, which
widened our horizons of the small island little known to us before. We would like to
express our appreciation to Brigadier Norman for coming and givi ng us his enlightening talk on Norfolk Island.
The Sub-Leaving history girls were assigned an essay on a topic which interested
t hem most. As did last year's Sub-Leavings, the girls visited the archives for research
on their topics. They were, as usual, very well looked after by the librarian, who gave
them valuable assistance.
Mrs. Hunt arranged an exc ursion for Leavings, S ub-Leavings and Juniors on e
Saturday to go to Rottnest to study the objects of historical interest. However, this
did not eventuate because of the continued bad weather.
I would like to thank the senior history mistress, Miss Hope, for her invaluable
support and assistance so generously given to the History Club t his year.
R. SMART, President
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MUSIC CLUB REPRESENTATIVES
Back row (1. to r.): M. Beavis, S. Bunning, S. Teakle, S. Broad.
Centre row: D. Hines, D. Chapman, P. Milner.
Front row: S. Davies, D. McNeill (President), S. Genoni.

Music Club Notes
President: D. McNeill.
Secretary: S. Genoni.
Members : Leaving- S. Davies. Sub-Leaving- D. Hines, M. Beavis, S. Bunning,
S. Teakle. Junior-S. Broad, D . Chapman, P. Milner.
The Music Club started with a flourish this year with its first meeting in the
form of a record afternoon. The huge attendance was due not, we suspect, to the
classical side but rather to a certain group of Liverpudlians, namely, the Beatles. The
records were designed to cover all aspects of music today and ranged from classical
to musical comedy, to jazz, and so to popular music.
In March a letter arrived from David Irvine (President of the Hale Music Society)
containing two complimentary tickets to "H.M.S. Pinafore." Sharron Genoni and
Margaret Benson were given the tickets and they thoroughly enjoyed the performance.
At the Second Term meeting a recital was given by Mr. Ladomirski, Sue Bunning and Elizabeth Clark2 which was enjoyed by all present. Later in the term many
P.L.C.-ites attended a performance by Artur Rubinstein and the unanimous decision
was that it was really magnificent. Another attraction that evening was the presence
of Tania Verstak which many girls noticed rather goggle-eyed! All in all it was a
wonderful evening and Artur Rubinstein played many old favourites in a manner
which is seldom heard here in Perth .
Also in Second Term, Liz Clarke and Sue Bunning played items at Hale's Musical
Evening, which was well attended and enjoyed by many other schools.
This year for the first time in many years the Boarders went to the A.B.C. Youth
Concerts and although they assure us they go out of their love of music, the point is
somewhat debatable. Nevertheless, whatever the reason, our progeny in the Boarding
House are becoming educated in the Higher Arts.
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The Music Club Committee would like to thank Miss Hutchinson, Miss Darrington and Mr. Lado for their efforts this year, and Miss Dunston for her warm support.
We would also like to thank Liz and Sue for their great contributions to t)1e
club and to congratulate them on their wonderful marks in their 7th Grade exams.
Keep at it, kids!
As president, I would like to thank the committee for its support and especially
Sue and · Sharron for ·their much appreciated help.
DEIRDRE

Schoo l Cho ir 196 4

The Choir
This year, under Miss Hutchinson's guidance, the Choir has again lived up to its
good reputation. We were very successful at the Music Festival held on the 17th of
July, and came a close second, one mark only behind Kent Street High School. The
songs were "Tell Me, Lovely Shepherd" and "The Pudding Song," for which we scored
89 marks. Although we didn't quite make it, the Adjudicator said some very nice
things about us . He commented on the first song that "the tones employed were cultured and refined"-·he has not obviously heard our cultured tones in Assembly every
morning! Apparently we seemed to "car" a lot about the "sharperds." Our reward
was a wonderful feast, thoroughly enjoyed by Miss Dunston, some members of the
staff, and all choir members, and we thank Miss Hutchinson for her generosity.
We practised hard for the Church Service. It is interesting to note that the taperecording of the School Service, which was sent to England, was acknowledged with
much praise for the choir, and was heard over there by Dr. and Mrs. Watson.
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At the moment we are practising two new songs, "Sound the Trumpet" and "Ring
Out, Wild Bells" for the Speech Day.
Congratulations to our Choir members Maralyn Beavis, Pauline Steel and Sue
Bunning, who each won their section in the Music Competition, and thanks to Sue
for accompanying us so well during the year.
Our sincere thanks go to Miss Hutchinson and Miss Darrington for all the time
and effort they have devoted to us this year, and also to Miss Dunston for her continued interest in our work. I would like to wish the Choir the very best of luck for
their success next year and hope they go on to bigger and better things.
DEBORAH WALTON, Leaving A
P.S.: Debbie's modesty prevents her from mentioning her lovely solo in the Introit
at the School Service-one of the memorable items of the year.- E.G.D.

Debating Club Notes
President: Heather Greig·.
Secretary: Genevieve Vincent.
Debating Mistress: Mrs. Sanders, Mrs. House.
The debating club opened this year after the election of representatives, with an
informal debate within the Leaving Class on the subject of "Capital Punishment."
This unearthed some great hidden talent and from thence we proceeded to hold regular debates in which many of the Leaving girls participated. "Censorship," "Equal
Pay for Women" and "Citizenship Rights for Aborigines" were some of the topical
subjects discussed.
At the end of First Term a debate was arrranged between Scotch College and
P.L.C. There were two topics dealt with. The first, that "War Prevents National Decay," was won by P .L .C. (represented by E. Steel, H. Greig, F. Ambrose) who defeated the opposition 216-214 . The Scotch economists failed to baffle the girls who
came out on top with their superior knowledge of historical facts. The topic for the
second debate was that "The Feeding of Peanuts to Monkeys Should Be Prohibited."
P.L.C. was represented by G. Vincent, S. Kiddie and C. Chambers. The debate was a
tie, each team scoring 195 points. It proved a very amusing debate and there was
much discussion amongst the peanut-chewing contingent from Scotch.
Mrs. Sanders left us at the end of First Term and we are very grateful to her
for all the help and guidance she gave us.
With Second Term came the Interschool Federation Debates and our new debating mistress, Mrs. House, who has given us her unfailing assistance in the preparation of our speeches. The first against Tuart Hill (debaters from P.L.C. were G. Vincent, C. Chambers and E. Steel) was won by Tuart Hill 243-221 points. The second,
on the subject, "That a Nation is Justified in Imposing Its Way of Life on a More
Primitive People" was held at Kent Street High School and the P.L.C. team (H.
Greig, F. Ambrose and C. Chambers) won 243-241 points. The final debate at Scarborough High School on the subject "That the Modern World is a Teenage World"
was won by P.L.C. (G. Vincent, E. Steel and S. Solomon) but we failed to qualify
for the debating finals.
We feel that our failure was due largely to inexperience and therefore it is essential that the girls gain experience by participation in debates during their formative
years.
Once again we would like to thank Mrs. House and Mrs. Sanders for their support and wish future debaters every success and the best of luck.
G.V. and H.G., Leaving
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Debating Critique
The members of the interschool debating were:ELIZABETH STEEL- was a most convincing and persuasive speaker. Elizabeth
has a fine dramatic quality and her r ebuttal was a lways most effective.
FRANCES AMBROSE- always prepared her case thoroughly and her delivery
was always convincing.
GENNIE VINCENT- was a very enthusiastic worker but tended to be a little
nervous in front of an audience. As first speaker she was quite competent.
HEATHER GREIG- Heather was a most convincing speaker and shows great
promise in this field. Her attempts at rebuttal were always most effective.
CATHIE CHAMBERS- Cathie was a very persuasive speaker. She always gave
strong support to the other team members .
DINAH SOLOMAN- made an outstanding debut in interschool debating. Her
preparation was excellent and her delivery m ost impressive.
MRS. HOUSE

DEBATING CLUB
Back row (1. to r.) : C. Chambers, D. Solomon, E. Steel.
Front row: G. Vincent (Secretary), S. Kiddie, H. Greig
(President>.
Absent : F. Ambrose .
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MODERN LANGUAGES CLUB REPRESENTATIVES
Back row (1. to r.l: J. Greenham, S. Walton, P. Hocking .
Middle row : T. Plaistowe , R. Naughton, D. Zafer.
Front row : A . Wilberforce, S. Davies, L. Ben jamin (President).

Le Club des Laugues Moderues
Au cours de l'annee le Club des Langues a tenu trois reunions, toutes tres
heureuses.
Pour ameliorer notre comprehension du Francais et de l' Allemand, a notre
premiere reunion nous avons eu une chasse au tresor, ou on a ecrit des devinettes
en Franc;ais et en Allemand. Nous avons joue aussi un jeu de Franc;ais nomme
"buzz"! C'est un jeu des numeros ou on doit compter et a chaque "sept" on ne dit
pas "sept" mais "buzz". C'est toujours tres am usant.
On a montre de belles diapositives colorees a notre reunion suivante. Il y avait
dese vues de la France, de l' Allamagne et de l' Autriche, de belles scenes de la
campagne et des cites de ces trois pays Europeens avce un commentaire en FranGais
et en Allemand.
Chaque annee les etudiantes de Sub-Leaving presentent une piece a la soiree
des Langue·s Modernes. A notre troisieme reunion elles nous ont presente deux
pieces comme repetition de costume "La Belle Helene" etait une piece tres amusante
au sujet du "Wild West". Nous pouvons la reconnaitre plus facilement comme
"Wild Nell of the Western Plains".
Les etudiantes Allemandes ont presente aussi une piece qu' on appelait "La
Lotterie".
· Nous voudrions remercier Madame Symington et Madame Sandberg de nous
aider pendant toute l'annee.
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German Notes
Dieses Jahr nahmen die deutschen Studenten an den ganzen drei Versammlungen
teil. Bei der ersten Versammlung spielten wir Spiele. Es war eine Schatzjagd, dessen
Leitfaden auf Deutsch und Franzosi-sch waren. Wir spielten "buzz" auf Franzosisch
und Deutsch.
Bei der nachsten Versammlung wurden Farbfilme von Deutschland, Frankreich
und Oesterreich gezeigt, die sehr interessant waren.
Bei der letzten Versammlung stellten die Studenten von der vierten Klasse ein
Sti.ick dar, das "Die Lotterie" hies·s. Es war die Generalprobe fi.ir den "Moderne
Sprachen Abend". Es war sehr erfolgreich.
Wir mochten Frau Sandberg sehr fi.ir ihre H ilfe danken .

Deutsehes Lager (German Camp)
Wieder einmal war das deutsche Lager in Point Peron sehr erfolgreich. Da waren
57 Studenten von vielen Schulen und alle ami.isierten sich sehr.
Alles, was wir taten, war sehr interessant und viel Spa-ss. Jeden Tag hatten wir
vier Stunden, zwei morgen s und zwei nachmittags, aber wenn das Wetter schon war,
hatten wir morgens drei Stunden und vor der letzten Stunde gingen wir spazieren
oder spielten wir am Strand. Al::ends tanzten und sangen wir, und wir hatten drei
Filmabende, zwei Filme auf Deutsch und einen auf Englisch. Am Freitagabend mussten wir eine Vorfi.ihrung fi.ir die Lehrer darstellen. Es war seh komisch.
Wenn man nicht Deutsch sprach, dann wurde man nicht von den Lehrern verstanden, so mussten wir alles auf Deutsch sagen. Wir fingen bald in der Woche an,
Deutsch zu sprechen, und nach einigen Tagen war niemand zu verlegen oder zu -scheu
es zu sprechen.
Frau Sandberg war die Fi.ihrerin des Lagers und war bei allen sehr beliebt. Sie
ist ja eine gute Organisatorin und wir waren ihr sehr dankbar.
Durch das Lager lernten wir viele neue Freunde kennen und wir glauben, dass
das Lager bestimmt wieder statt finden ·soll.
L .B .

.•
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ORIGINAL CONTRIBllTIONS

Gardens
Gardens- pretty gardens, sinister gardens, formal gardens, untidy gardens,
your gardens, mine-Whose gardens are they one passes when walking down the street? This one is
sombre, sinister. The pines are dark behind the sad-coloured fence. There are no
flowers, just a few square yards of yellowing lawn, half-choked with weeds. Are
they happy, those that live within the dark, ivy-covered house?
The pretty garden next door! They are young, the owners, like the garden, full
of life, yet to be tried by winter storms. The garden is open and light, transparent
in its youth, yet eagerly reaching out for its fast-approaching maturity. Placed in the
centre of the newly planted lawn is a small sapling, a weeping willow. It seems to
symbolise the struggle for life taking place here.
There is nothing raw and struggling about the beautifully kept, mature garden
of the country house. All is calm, peaceful, well-bred. One cannot call it old-fashioned
in spite of the predominance of roses, pansies, hollyhocks and lavender, for it has
risen above fashion. It has seen and heard so much. It makes neighbouring gardens
look a little raw, a little vulgar, even those which have been established for some time
and have reached full maturity. Gracious, serene, pleasant- an aristocrat.
And the owner of this garden? She has an "artistic temperament". She is
affected by beauty and affected in manner! One sees her at "arty" places, clinging
to the coat-tails of true artists, inflicting her views on those who do not wish to hear.
She is ignorant, but so human in her wish to make an impression, somewhere-on
someone. Her garden is a plaster-of-paris junkheap, full · of elves, frogs, contorted
cherubs suffering from eczema; hanging baskets containing mouldering ferns, and
a birdbath, devoid of any birds except for two tipsy-looking, wrought-iron sparrows
perched on the edge. Personifying the owner, the garden, "Chez Moi" written on the
gate.
Stiff, straight, buttons marching two by two up the thin chest- oh yes, she is
the owner of this garden. Poor woman! Poor garden! It is forced into straight lines.
The lawns are close-shaven, the edges straight, straight as her back and the inflexible
lines of her face. The prickly rose-bushes stand severely pruned, flowerlesscheerless. Look! Those lovely hanging geraniums, growing down the wall. But they
are trimmed as straight as a child's fringe. So disciplined, one forgets that it is a
garden and thinks of a Victorian orphanage. But what is that patch of gold behind
the old shed? Sourgrass-bright, outrageously gay in the offensively tidy garden.
Long may they flourish! Perhaps she will see them and be cheered by their gay
confidence but- perhaps not. Perhaps she will root them up as she seems to have
rooted all colour and joy from her own life.
So many personalities, so much life, so much sadness! Walk down a street, any
suburban street and you will see . . gardens, pretty gardens, formal gardens, mature
gardens, your garden, mine . . .
H. COOKE, Leaving A
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Heat
Heat. Stifling, nauseating. The blazing sun hovering in the shimmering sky.
Waves of invisible energy swimming in the atmosphere .
Blistered tar on the empty footpath, oozing downhill; oozing slowly downhill;
slowly, terribly, ominously.
Heat. Blinding haze, pouring fiercely onto the tortured country. Brown leaves,
curling, dying in agonising slowness.
No water. Thirst: terrible, unbearable.
The sun. Mocking, relentless.
Closer.
Closer.
Ball of fire. White hot gas. Blinding, closer, even closer. Blotting out the sky.
Larger, still larger.
Sweat, Pouring down him. Running in rivulets from his forehead. Joining.
Streams of sweat, dripping.
Dripping from his fingers. Cl utching fingers. Dripping onto the dead grass beneath
his feet. Scorched feed. Dead grass.
Heat. Thirst. Pain. Mystery.
Death?
Dead grass. Sweat evaporating.
Solitude: terrible solitude. Silence. Maddening silence.
Scream!
Shout!
Run!
Where?
Away!
Away from where? From what? From whom?
Who are you? Why is this happening?
What are you?
Heat. Desolation.
Where are they? Where have they all gone?
Why this heat?
Oh, God! Why?
Why?
Why him?
Alone, with heat. Alone, with thirst, pain and the only one.
Where is everyone?
Blazing heat. White hot energy . Relentless, malignant.
Deserted city, Nobody. Nothing.
He is alone.
Are the others dead?
Yes. Dead.
Why is he alive?
He will die. Soon.
Thirst.
Heat.
The Sun. The ball of Death.
Closer.
The hot, scorched Earth.
Why?
What made it happen? Why did it change course?
Why is it heading towards the sun.
Why?
He, the lone survivor.
Agony. He writhes, in terrible agony.
Heat. The Sun. Closer, oh, so close.
Agony. Please, let him die.
Yes. Now h e may die,
Swirling, whirling, darkness.
Cool oblivion.
L.M. Sub-Lea vin g M
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A Poem
Creative Instinct,
Need to express,
Peaceful bliss,
Loneliness.
Love,
Honesty is truth,
Future is hope,
To feel, to touch, to know.
Is this part of love?
What is love?
Your husband, your child,
Innocence .
Is there a purpose to life?
We wonder.
Some know ;
I don't.
We dream, we prayHe lives only to die
Fretful, lost, bewildered.
Why?
L.B., 2C

The Ballad o i t he Bleachy
Across the rolling bridges, across the rolling freewa y,
Young Harry Dale the Surfie comes roaring down the lane;
And well his surfboard bears him and light of heart is he,
And stoutly his old woodie, is surfing by his knee.
Up Waikiki he 's travelled, to Bondi Beach he's been.
To Hawaii he has travelled, where all the girls have screamed.
He hums a song of Gidget, the girl he's never seen,
But has seen a picture of her and thinks she's just a dream.
An hour has filled the heavens with surfboards snowy white,
At times the foam trickles around the surfies thighs.
But Harry pushes onwards and tries a Hangin' Five;
In hope to reach the breaker before it tips and dives.
When splashes next the breaker, young Harry's not to be seen,
And as far as we're concerned, Young Harry Dale the Bleachy
Is now a small, "Has Been".
By M.N., S .B., S.S., C.E. (Grade 7)

Asleep
There he lay, sleeping soundly; the heat of the night, to him, was in another place.
With the expanding of his chest for each breath , the buttons on his pyjama jacket
almost popped off. His "lady-like" eyelashes close out all the reality of his day-time
troubles. Pyjama-clad legs bent at the hip and the knee, gently crossed each other
at the ankles and the snow-white top-sheet left a small gap of richly tanned skin
on the lower leg before it covered his feet, to protect them from the mosquitoes
which he hated so much. A fly settled on his nose and before I could move my hand
he had awakened just enough to discourage the fly before returning to his dreams.
A tin was dropped in the room but my young nephew was again captured by sleep.
C .S., IIC
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Afraid of the Dark
Alone in the house, she lay asleep, dreaming of her family, who had long forgotten
her. The grandfather clock in the hall downstairs struck two. Two o'clock, and in the
old timbered mansion all was still; the maid at her aunt's for the evening, the butler
and footmen on their weekend off, and she slept, stirring only occasionally, as outside
the wind rose to a high-pitched wail; for it is bleak on those cliffs at Dover, overlooking the sea.
Outside, beneath the cliffs, the waves broke relentlessly against the ancient rocks;
roaring forward, dashing then:llielves against their slime-covered barrier, then sighing
back, swirling through the jagged sentinels, ready to hurl themselves once more in
hopeless fury against their dripping adversary.
Above, the wind howled mournfully, lashing the foam-tipped waves, shrieking spitefully through the distorted trees on the cliff's edge. Moaning softly through the
timbered eaves, the wind then rose to a high-pitched scream, raising a whirling cloud
of freshly fallen leaves from the garden, and hurling them through the night air,
hiding the sound of footsteps.
And still she slept.
But wait, she moved, turning restlessly. Did she hear ? Did she hear the footsteps
above the howl of the storm? The footsteps of Death; alone in the mansion; while
Death walked silently by, a lithe form, treading softly through the grounds.
She did hear him: Awake! She half sat up; then, afraid, froze to a statue. Outside,
the wind howled mournfully, the waves dashed themselves to pieces against the
rocks: but inside, all was still, except for her unevenly pounding heart.
Old and alone, her eyes wide in terror, the irregular beating of her heart filled
the room, and the wind died somewhere, a latch clicked softly, ominously. The warped
floor boards creaked, as he wandered about the house, then walked in the direction
of her room. The door handle turned, and her horrified eyes followed its movement,
fascinated; but the door did not yield. Of course, it was locked! Oh, how thankful
she was that she had locked it that night.
He called to her, gently. "Come, mother, let me enter. It is time, you know."
Her old eyes glittered fiercely, defiantly.
"No!" She would never let him take her; she would not let Death through that
door.
Why should she let him come? She was happy, she must be, with all the wealth
she had accumulated through the years. Yes, she was very happy in the old mansion,
alone, without her family.
Then, through the door, she heard him speaking to her again, and, though still
frozen by terror into immobility, she listened, his voice soft and sincere.
They were lies! He was telling wicked lies. She was very happy here in her
home.
No, it was untrue! Her family had not deserted her, they were just ... just very
busy.
She was happy here! She was!
Or was she?
Perhaps, in spite of her wealth, she was unhappy, and lonely. Was it really true
that her family had deserted her?
At last, she faced reality, and her tormented old mind weighed the facts.
Yes, it was all true, a broken, tired old woman, and she cried bitterly, realising
the truth, but still afraid of the unknown. She made her decision, and slowly walked
towards the door, dreading what she knew she would see.
The door swung open, and the frail old woman started at what stood beyond.
He was not, as she had feared, cruel and sinister, but stood, smiling gently.
The old woman hesitated, then, slowly, afraid, took his outstretched hand.
Immediately, she felt a slight tingling sensation run through her body, but nothing
else happened. He laughed softly at her bewilderment, "See, it's not so bad, is it?
You had no cause to be afraid. It was the unknown which terrified you- not
the actual year of Death, just the Darkness. If you could have seen behind the veil
you would not have feared- but man is the same everywhere-afraid of the dark,
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the unknown, the unseen. You can see now that you were wrong for it is not dark,
but light."
As he finished, she took her eyes from his face and looked around her. There
was the sound of many voices raised in jubilant song, and the walls of her room
seemed transparent, as her whole world was filled with a revelation of light.
And outside the wind and the waves were still.
L.M., Sub-Leaving M

Letters
The worst feature of letters is that no one ever gets enough of them. (This is
rather an obvious statement, especially in the Boarding House.)
Each week there is a letter from the folks- you know the sort of thing- "Dad is
giving vitamin pills to the dog."
There are unanswered questions and frustrating letters which state, "I have
enclosed . . . " What? They are quite empty.
Occasionally there are those from Aunty Maude which necessitate the invention
of a plausible excuse for not accompanying dear little Janet to the circus.
Rarely do I ever get that sort of letter which shouldn't REALLY be interesting,
saying who is married, divorced, dead, born or merely living.
Penfriends are things which should never be indulged in. They are always either
the type who go into great detail about the local weather, or those who send a photo
with every letter saying how much they love one.
Some letters are long and boring; some short and devastating; most dull and
painless; many are bills; a few are funny; some are pathetic, but none are satisfactory.
Writing letters is not such an easy occupation, either. As a rule there is no news;
one has to consult the old diary but life is so dull that it does not help. Now and
again, however, something really momentous does happen and, taking pen in hand,
it is duly recorded, exaggerated and posted. Eagerly, I watch every post until, finally,
an answer arrives- with absolutely no comment.
The most common sort of letter written (by boarders) is the gentle hint, the disguised request or, as affairs become drastic, the blunt "Please send extra finance."
The degree of difficulty experienced in the writing of a letter can generally be
determined by the state of the rubbish bin. A rubbish bin overflowing with classy
parchment is usually associated with a letter to a member of the opposite sex which
casually mentions "our School Dance."
Another time that the bin really overflows is in the application for a job. It is
very hard to appear modest, well-bred, mature and all the necessary things when trying to show how one is perfect and absolutely suited to a particular job. Of course,
in this case there are far more full rubbish bins on the receiver's end than the
sender's.
The writing paper plays a very important role in a letter. School pad paper
means, of course, that the letter is from a friend who is almost as bored with her
lesson as the receiver, who answers it during history. Thick, crisp paper is either
from someone trying to create a good impression, or from a rich relative. Grubby
paper is from little brother, showing that he has managed to avoid Mother's scrubbing brush. Thin, perfumed mauve paper is from someone who is trying to get rid
of it, while a letter on assorted scraps of paper is from another boarder who can
afford nothing better. However, all of these are preferable to air letters which one
always manages to tear along the wrong fold.
Stamps can be an embarrassment, too. I once received a letter with a row of ten
halfpenny stamps almost hiding the address. It gives me a complex when people
write saying "Do you realize that your last letter was eightpence deficient in postage?" I am always afraid to write back after such information.
I don't mind letters full of little illustrations, or newspaper cuttings, but I can't
stand weird unintelligible signs, e.g., "PPDBSBLEGMG" or "SWALK" (Ugh!)
scrawled lavishly on the back.
Never mind, let's face it; we complain bitterly about letters but don't we all
love them?
ALISON REID, Leaving A
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Singapore
I was very fortunate in being able to spend my August vacation in Malaysia.
Most of my time was spent in Singapore, but I also spent a week in Kuala Lumpur,
which was very enjoyable.
I expect it was because I was older this time and took more in terest, and could
understand more about the political situation and industrial development, that I
noticed a vast change in many things since I was there three years ago, and an
even greater change since I went to school there many years before that.
Many new buildings and factories have gone up, new districts have been opened,
and flats have been built in thousands to accommodate some of the Jess fortunate
people, as well as the increasing number of Europeans who go to Singapore to work.
Last time I was there, Jurong was only a piece of waste-land, but it is now rapidly
growing into a vast industrial area. There seem to be factories and assembly buildings
springing up every week.
I believe the change which struck me most was in the political situation. About
ten days of my five-week stay in Malaysia were spent indoors, as a curfew was
imposed on the whole island. This was because of the trouble centred in the Geylang
Seria area, as a result of Indonesian paratroopers landing in the Labis area on
Singapore Island. Indonesians are causing friction between Indonesia and Malaysia
by trying to turn Malays, Chinese and Indians against Malaysia. During the incidents
thirteen people were killed and about fourteen hundred people arrested; many people
were also hospitalised.
At first the curfew was lifted for only four hours each day; then gradually
for longer periods, until about a week later it was lifted completely. During the
curfew and for a while afterwards the price of food and goods went up considerably,
and many businesses were severely affected. When the curfew was lifted it was still
necessary to stay in protected areas and to be careful the whole time.
The attitude of the Malaysians, Chinese and Indians towards the tourists was
still the same; very helpful. Even to each other they were fairly friendly in most
parts, but it made me feel rather uncomfortable walking around the streets by
myself, as I felt as though these people could not restrain themselves much longer
and would at any moment begin rioting again. But, much to my relief, I left Singapore
quite safely..
LYN OATES, S-L.L.

The Fire
A little sound came over the land,
The land that was parched and dry.
A tiny whisper came over the land,
So slight, it was hardly
sigh.
But the tiny sounds gathered from everywhere,
And they gathered up into a roar.
And a tiny spark became a fiery light,
A light seen from shore to shore.
The savage fire devoured the trees,
Licked them with a torturing flame.
And they crumpled to dust on the dry, cracked earth,
That would never again be the same.

a

D.C., IIIK

My Sister
Who wants a little sister?
They can have mine any day
She raids my drawers, upsets my games,
And wails "Please, let me play!"
Yet when she's washed and dressed for bed,
I love to kiss her curly head.
And to myself I always say,
"I think I'll keep her one more day!"
JENNY CUSACK, IO
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Hold Back
Oh you mighty clouds of the heavens,
Hold back the rain,
For when the lightning flashes and the thunder crashes
I cry again.
Beautiful dark sky of the morn,
Hold back the dew.
For when it falls, and the snail crawls
I cry anew.
Wonderful, wonderful ocean so great,
Hold back the waves from the shore,
For when the water curls, and the foam swirls
I cry once more.
Oh! Maker of men,
Great Turner of years,
Stop my pain, make me happy again,
And please- hold back my tears.
M.S., IIIK

Desert!
The sun beat down on rocks red and bare,
Intolerable heat simmers through the air.
A weary animal staggers across the plain,
Surveys the landscape, dry for want of rain.
The desert stretches to meet a cloudless sky,
No water, no grass can catch the animal's eye.
But the sun mercilessly streaming down
And kissing heat, hovers all around.
The sun sinks lower, and across the bare terrain
A blanket of darkness envelops the plain.
There is refuge for the animal for some short hours
From the heat of the sun, and behind a rock he cowers,
As the air from heat to coldless moulds,
And captures the desert in its lusty folds.
N.P. , IIIK

Tlte Determination o f a River
Those hills, with those colours, are ones to be seen,
There's orange, purple, brown and green,
And from the mist, a waterfall flows,
It will provide water where'er it goes.
Down through the fields, the meadows, and the greens,
It is the centre of picturesque scenes.
Down through the valleys, and onward still,
Until it reaches the old farmer's mill.
Here it turns, gathering more speed,
Until it reaches the river Leuweed,
Together they travel down through the hills,
And the sun imprints its golden rills.
It approaches a bend, for the very last time,
And here, after all its work, it will die,
At last, it has reached its destination,
This has been its determination.
C.L., IO
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Applied Quotations
"But Mrs. Marsh, I'm waiting for inspiration."- Those who have not done their
English.
"And who is George the Third?"- History.
"There was a veil past which I could not see."- Calculus.
"I will chop her into messes!"- Biol. dissections.
"And we that make merry in the room they left."- Leaving A between lessons!
" ... nor all thy tears wash out a word of it."- End-of-term reports.
"It's been a hard day's night!"- Heard on the morning that Trials commenced.
"Bless thee- bless thee, thou art translated!"- French orals?
"But leave the wise to wrangle."- Debating?
"Est hoc aliquid, etiamsi non est satis!" (This is something even if it is not
enough.) - Amount of work done by Leaving Latin students.
"Oh to be in England" now that Leaving's here!
M.S., Leaving A

Prejudice
No one would like to call Mrs. Brown prejudiced, yet how strange that her little
Robert is quite the most intelligent child in Watkins Road. Strange that he walked
at six months earlier than the average age. Strange even that he drops less egg on
his chin than any other toddler on God's earth. What makes it even stranger is that I
find Robert Brown more irritating than any little boy I have ever met. All the same,
I would not like to call Mrs. Brown prejudiced.
This sort of 0prejudice is, however, one which is quite understandable and is
acceptable to society. We tend to be indulgent when prejudice springs from love- the
love of a mother for her child, the love of a wife for her husband, the love of a person
for a friend. We can all understand this prejudice of pride in others.
Unfortunately this is only looking at prejudice from one side. This is the prejudice lit with the lights of love and pride. The other side of prejudice is without light
- black, foreboding and ugly. Ths prejudice springs from hate and jealousy.
"I know exactly how you must feel, Mrs. Schriber, and had I been placed in the
same position I would have done exactly what you have done. Fancy Jennifer being
forced to sit next to one of those filthy Negroes. It positively revolts and disgusts me.
Well, Mrs. Schriber, you keep Jennifer home just as long as you see fit. Filthy
niggers!"
This particular example of prejudice just happens to be one which is constantly
in the public eye. Another typical example would be the ignorant remark I heard at
a fashion parade the other day.
"Yes, she is quite pretty, but you can tell she's part native. Look at her nose."
Poor girl! What does she have to do to prove herself? What is it about her that
is unacceptable? I think she will never be acceptable until we become acceptable to
ourselves.
"Jan Bradford is a twit." What an extraordinary remark coming from someone
like you! I mean all poor old Jan Bradford did was to get seventy-five per cent for
her English paper, when you only got fifty-nine. But then I never did like her much
myself- I only got fifty-four .. 0 .
These little things go on all day, every day. They are not by themselves of much
consequence, but the trouble is they multiply, and before we know where we are we
have a real problem on our hands.
However, not wishing to leave you in this morbid state of mind, I think I will
move on to a more pleasant subject. Have I ever told you about my one and only
nephew among nephews- Peter David Mews? He really is the most delightful little
boy. He has brown . . . 0!
AINSLIE MEWS, Leaving A
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Eseape Into Spaee (Seienee Fietion)
Percival Mutch was a "joiner". He was a member of every club in the suburb
of Burtonville, where he lived. If a new club was formed, the first one to join would
always be Percival. The reason for this was his wife. To call Percival hen-pecked
would be making a marvel of understatement. In order to escape from the house and
Myrtle's nagging, therefore, Percival had become a "joiner".
At his clubs, Percival received respect and courtesy such as he had never known
at home. His neighbours regarded him as the standing joke of the district and
laughed at the various uniforms of the different clubs in which he appeared. This
upset Percival, for he liked to be respected.
Percival and Myrtle had one child, a son named Alvin who was his mother's
darling and his father's greatest burden. He was twenty-two years old, and extremely
lazy. He fancied himself as an intellectual; he wrote poetry, rarely had his hair
cut and sported a small beard. Alvin continually criticised his father, and Myrtle
always backed him up. Percival usually ended up retiring to one of his clubs for the
evening.
Myrtle resented his absence every evening, and complained to Alvin about it. They
decided to try to find a way to make Percival give up his clubs. This would be a hard
job, for Percival was, needless to say, passionately attached to his clubs, sufficiently
attached even to dare to resist Myrtle whenever she tried to make him resign. For
a long while the two pondered over the problem, and it was Alvin who finally came
up with an idea which they thought might succeed.
The next morning at breakfast, Alvin and Myrtle went out of their way to be
friendly and polite to Percival. Pleased and surprised, Percival began to talk on his
favourite subject, his clubs. Alvin, who usually either ignored or rudely interrupted his
father whenever Percival dared to speak of his clubs, said suddenly: "Speaking of
clubs, Pop, I hear there's a new one only started up last week."
Percival winced at the word "Pop" but quickly covered his annoyance and
asked, "Really, Alvin? I hadn't heard about that. What sort of club is it, son?"
'I'm not sure, Pop," answered Alvin, "but I can tell you the address of the club.
It's Lot 259 East Highway; that's a few miles out of town."
"Why, thank you, Alvin," Percival said, thinking perhaps he had misjudged his
son's character. "I'll go out there tonight, I think, and find out how I can join.
There will be someone there, I suppose?"
"Sure to be, Pop. The club's open every night from seven to ten," was the reply.
Accordingly, that evening at six-fifteen, Percival drove away in the direction
of East Highway, feeling highly excited at the prospect of joining yet another club.
Alvin and Myrtle, meanwhile, congratulated each other on a job well done. For Lot
259 East Highway was a spare block in a deserted part of the district, and there
was no new club in town. Myrtle planned to tell all the neighbours how Percival's
stupid passion for clubs had lured him out at night to a "club" which was nothing
but sand and a few stunted bushes. The neighbours would then laugh and sneer more
than ever, and, Myrtle and Alvin thought, this would so humiliate Percival that his
love for his clubs would die a sudden and final death.
Meanwhile Percival had noticed that the houses past which he had been driving
were thinning out and there were only vacant blocks on either side of the road. Then
he saw a big notice at the entrance to one of the blocks. Written on the sign were
the words : Lot 259, East Highway. For Sale. The sign, however, did not occupy
Percival's mind longer than a second for beyond the notice, in the middle of the
deserted block, he saw a huge, saucer-shaped object, gleaming softly in the moonlight.
Awed and slightly frightened, Percival left the car by the side of the road and
approached the saucer. As he paused beside it, a door opened in the side of the
saucer, and a figure climbed out. He was a person such as Percival had never seen
before. He wore a suit of silver which shone in the dark. Over his face was a kind
of gas mask and there was a silver helmet on his head. "Er . . . Good evening, sir,"
faltered Percival. "I wondered if I could join your fellowship."
"Good evening," replied the strange being in clipped English. "I am Commander
TFX 3. Come into the space ship."
"Space ship?" asked Percival, bewildered, as he climbed into the saucer.
· "Yes," answered the Commander gravely. "We are from Uranus. Did you say
you wished to join us?"
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"If you please, sir, I should like that," said Percival, smiling brightly. "When can
I join?"
"Right now," declared the Commander. He gestured to one of the other Urania,ns
who was moving about inside the giant ship, and one of the silver suits was brought
over to Percival. "Put this on,'1 ordered the Commander. "What is your name,
Earthling?"
"Percival Mutch, sir,'' panted that worthy "joiner", struggling valiantly with the
heavy silver suit, helmet and mask.
"Among us you will be Corporal CJE 10,'' said the Commander. "If you wish to
come with us, be here at the same time tomorrow. Until then, farewell."
"Good night, sir," said Percival, climbing out of the ship again. He walked across
to his car, resplendent in his silver outfit, and feeling happier than he had felt for
many years.
Myrtle and Alvin were waiting for him when he reached home.
"Well!" began Myrtle triumphantly as soon as she heard him open the front
door. "Perhaps that'll teach you . . ." She broke off, startled, as he appeared in the
sitting-room doorway and she saw the silver suit. Myrtle and Alvin exchanged
frightened glances, but before either of them could speak Percival said, "Hello
Alvin, Myrtle. I've had such a good time. Such a nice fellow who leads the club. I'm
to go back tomorrow night. However, I'm a little weary, just now; I think I'll retire.
Goodnight, my dear, goodnight Alvin." With that he left the doorway and they
heard his footsteps going upstairs.
"We'll follow him tomorrow night, Mum," cried Alvin at once. "He must have
been seeing things- but that suit, where'd he get that? "
"Now don't you fret, dear,' ' said Myrtle fondly. "We 'll find out all about it
tomorrow."
Next evening, therefore, as soon as Percival had driven off down the road,
dressed in his silver suit and helmet, Alvin and Myrtle locked up the house, got into
Alvin's little car and followed him.
Percival arrived at Lot 259 about ten minutes before his wife and son. He
crossed the spare block once again and reached the saucer. Timidly he reached up
and rapped on the door. It was opened almost at once by Commander TFX 3. "Ah,
CJE 10. Good. You are just in time. We are almost ready to leave,'' said the
Commander.
Percival climbed once more into the giant space-ship. Just as the door slammed
behind him, and the mighty engines of the ship began to hum. Alvin and Myrtle
drew up in the little car. They ran across the block towards the saucer, but they
were too late, for the saucer was already rising from the ground. The Commander
and Percival were watching from a porthole. Percival started as he recognised his
wife and son. Myrtle was shaking her fist and shouting something; Alvin's eyes
were almost popping from his h~ad.
"What primitive creatures those two appear to be," remarked the Commander.
"I .. . I'm afraid they're my wife and son, sir," admitted Percival.
"Well you won't be seeing them again, of course,'' the Commander said. "Come on
now, and I'll show you over the ship while we're still within the Earth's atmosphere."
"Yes, sir," said Corporal CJE 10, happily.
C.R., IV M

Tile Unhappy, Deserted Sebool
The school is now deserted. It has been for the last couple of weeks. All the
boarders and daygirls and teachers have gone on holidays.
If you came to school in the holidays it would be quite desolate, quiet, still and
unhappy. There would be no friend·s to meet or people to see, only the wind rushing
around the old buildings in which young girls have happily chattered .
Some girls love school and work, and slave to do well, but others cannot wait to
be free. Yet the old school still remembers - the quiet whispers ; the small notes
sent to fri ends ; the meaningful glances; happy smiles; grim looks; and classes, to me
full of interest, to others, boring and tiring.
K. McCORMACK, 10
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A Man's Place
"Where are you going?"
"A man's place."
"Can I come?"
''Mmmm. ''
I dropped into line behind the r ed plastic sandal s that were scuffing up the
dust. My own feet were bare and I dug my toes in to feel the coolness sifting through
them. I lost myself in a dream of cool dust. The plastic sandals ahead of me stopped.
A tiny cricket was sitting in the middle of the road- his whole body quivering and
his hind legs whirring softly. We sat down and watched.
The freckled face, shaded by a floppy cotton hat, was expressionless and the sun
formed a haze between us. I felt as if I were trying to look through a glass window.
The cricket stopped whirring and his body, like a spark of flame, disappeared into
the dust.
I got up and followed the red sandals and sturdy five years old body above them
into the dust. A crow flew by, his cry causing sluggish waves in the heat. An old
tree, twisted and grotesque, bared weary limbs to a silvery sky. A fly buzzed slowly
around my hat and settled on the brim. By crossing my eyes I could see him sit up
and clean his front legs and face, he gave his wing a flip and buzzed slowly off,
green fire shooting from the many facets of his eyes.
The track suddenly disappeared and we scrambled down a rocky face. The lichen
was a light green and crackled and crumbled under our feet. Little bits of mica
gave the stones a thousand eyes that winked then closed as you approached them. We
climbed a little ridge and there, directly below us, was an old shack. We lay on our
stomachs on a flat piece of granite and waited.
The shack was made of slabs of jarrah, grey and splitting in the heat, the roof
of galvanised iron. An old bag hung over the window, and through the door all that
could be seen was the other wall.
A piece of newspaper, yellow and torn, lay outside and stirred at the insistent
pressure of a small wind. I was hot and could feel a lump of rock sticking into my
stomach. The sweat trickled into my eyes and my scalp was prickling.
Suddenly I felt my companion stiffen, and I looked down. Nothing stirred, but a
dull muttering issued forth from the hut. We waited. The muttering rose and fell
like a crescendo, sometimes completely dying away.
There was a sudden snort, as from one who has woken from sleep, and a figure
appeared in the doorway.
Grey hair- rumpled from sleep- hung over an old weather-beaten face. Bloodshot eyes peered out from under bushy white eyebrows and nondescript trousers
covered his skinny frame.
He ambled into the sunlight and squatted in the dust, doodling aimlessly.
"Yep, Cap'n!" the old man's voice rang out and echoed back from the rocky hills.
"Look out, Sir, one behind ya!"
He sprang to his feet, then sank down again to the dust.
"Can't get out, got to get out, can't see- ". He suddenly sprang to his feet
again and whirled around.
"Don't you touch me, you - - " . He sprang across the clearing and slid behind
a rock.
"Going to get away, I'll run away tonight." A bleary eye rose from behind the
rock, an inane laugh issued forth and an imaginary gun was pointed.
"I'll get ya, ya - - !"
The old man lurched forth, firing his imaginary gun in all directions.
"Cap'n!" The old voice broke and he dropped to his knees in the dust. "Cap'n,
Cap'n"- the voice crooned as he stared blankly before him.
My nose itched and there was a fly on my leg.
The voice below us rose to a shriek. "Y've killed him!"
. The old man started up and ran straight towards us.
I turned and followed the red sandals through the rocks, on upwards to t he
top of the ridge, my heart beating in my head and my mouth unable to open wide
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enough to get air. At the top we stopped and turned, the old man was asleep in the
dust.
The sun was beginning to set and the light shone obliquely through the haze. A
cool wind sprang up and the dry grass whispered. The dust felt warm to my feet · as
I walked through it, and the wind was cool around my legs.
The red sandal s stopped, then walked away.
"Bye, see you tomorrow."
My words hung on the dust, then dropped into silence.
I opened the gate and walked along the verandah to the kitchen. A large yellow
bowl full of custard stood on the table and I stuck m y finger in. It was hot.
My mother's voice drifted in through the window and I heard the low rumble
of a man's voice in reply.
"No, no I shouldn't think so, Mrs. Martin, he hasn't got a gun, just thinks he has" .
My mother's voice sounded again, but I couldn't hear the words. The reply came.
"Oh, no- he escaped from a concentration camp during the war. They say he saw
his captain killed, worshipped the man."
Again my mother's voice.
"Just thought I'd tell you, Mrs Martin, so you can prevent the kiddy from going
out there. Might frighten her."
My mother entered the kitchen with an arm full of dry washing.
"Be a dear and bring in Kit's nappies."
Her voice followed me out of the kitchen.
"Where've you been?"
"A man's place."
CATHERINE CHAMBERS, Leaving A

Tlte Storm
The night was hot, the air so still,
The aspect was forlorn,
The sky was dark, the stars were pale
Sure signs of the coming storm.
The trees were stirred so gently
The sand moved, on the plain.
Some birds gave shrieks of fearAnd all was still again.
The wind hissed through the tree tops bare
The stillness turned to a gale.
The sky had opened her heavy clouds
And the air was thick with hail.
The thunder filled the heavens
The lightning flashed in the sky
The tall trees shivered and sank to the ground
And the birds gave cry after cry.
By morning the storm was over
The air made warm by the sun
And nature in rapturous glory
Seemed ashamed of what she h ad done.
D.M., IIF

Lost
"Lost yesterday, somewhere between ·s unrise and sunset, two golden hours, each
set with sixty diamond minutes. No reward is offered, for they are gone forever."
-Quoted from HORACE MANN
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The Daily Life o f a Fairy Penguin
Every night at sunset on Philip Island these fairy penguins which are between
twelve and fourteen inches high, and are the same colour as a large penguin, walk
out of the sea and line up in a group on the sand. When everyone is present the
penguins begin their march up to the sandhills where they have made their burrows.
Here they sleep 'till dawn when they rise and go down from the sandhills to the
sea. In they dive and are not seen again until sunset.
Special areas on the beach are fenced off for the penguins and lights turned on
so they will not become frightened or worried by visiting people. A man on the beach
tells you about the penguins. The babies stay in the nest until they are grown
up.
Every night and morning of every year these penguins do the same thing, but
strangely enough nobody knows where they go during the day, how they keep alive,
or where they come from. This island in Southern Victoria is one of the most interesting places I have ever visited. Why don't you go and see these darling, fluffy little
penguins?
E. BLANCKENSEE, Form IO

Shoes
Shoes, shoes, everywhere;
Men's, women's, boys' and girls',
Around, about, across the way,
Up and down throughout the day,
Through hedges and ditches,
On carpets and floors,
They take busy people everywhere.
B.L., IO

The Person I Admire Most
The person I most admire is a man who is very much respected by all who
know him. He is a very thoughtful and understanding man who is always ready and
willing to help people who are in trouble, need or sickness. He thinks of other people
before himself even if he himself is in trouble. He has a sense of humour which
charms all who know him. He is always bright and cheerful whatever may happen
and makes people feel as if they have known him all their lives. He is not a person
who picks other people's faults before he has corrected his own. He is a man who
has not had an easy life but will not give up hope. I admire this man very much
and only wish I had the qualities he has.
P.R., 3H

The Walrus
The walrus lives in ice and snow
And this is where his children grow.
First the breeding,
Then the feeding,
Two years lon g
Till tusks grow strong.
When little 'rus
Weighs one ton plus,
He can catch fish
Of his wish,
Upside-down,
Like a clown.
CAROLA VAN MENS, IO
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LETTERS TO THE SCHOOL
(from some of the "dear departed")

From Susan Hughes
{now at P.L.C. P y mble, N.S.W.)
I arrived at P.L.C., Pymble, about a week after leaving Perth, and received rather
a shock at the enormity of the grounds! We have a large oval, bounded by a racetrack fence, which is surrounded by a road for private cars.
The school work and life is rather different here, I suppose; it is compulsory to
do Modern History (not exactly my favourite subject!) and we must sit for a First
Aid exam during Second Term.
I started playing hockey immediately, and by some m}stake found myself in the
"B" hockey team!
We all manage to get into the same troubles here as In Perth, but as there are
twice as many girls here, there is usually twice the amount of trouble!
During the August vacation I passed through Goulburn, a town about 150 miles
south of Sydney, and stayed a night with Jane Eassie. On the Friday morning I
attended P.L.C., Goulburn, with Jane, and from what I saw she has fitted in pretty
well, being in the "A" basketball and swimming, and b~ing well up in her class regarding schoolwork.
I would like to congratulate both the "A" hockey team and the Athletics team,
and also Maralyn and Judy on receiving Honours pockets.
SUSAN HUGHES

F rom Jane Eassie,

P ~L.C.

Goulburn, N .S.W.

Dear Miss Dunston . . ... .
I feel I must tell you how wonderful the athletic sports are "at home" compared
to P.L.C. Goulburn. Our sports are heid on a Saturday for one hour and comprise
100 yards running and skipping, plus sack race, egg and spoon and obstacle race with
relays and ball games. No javelin, jumping or hurdles are allowed- which is simply
awful! Also, no records are taken and no times are taken, so it is a rather uninteresting sports meeting. But to compensate for this the Senior "A" basketball and hockey
teams were undefeated this season (first time ever) and as a result all girls participating in these teams received pockets- we don't have colours for our tunics.
All my subjects are progressing fairly well exfiJept chemistry, which seems to
have a habit of being forgotten,no matter how well it is learned! I have taken up
Physics Honours as my teacher is absolutely marvellous!- -she explains everything so
well that I don't really have to learn it again if I .concentrate.
I can imagine the staff doing a skit on Beatlemania. I would have given anything
to be there as the girls told me they stole the show- our versatile teachers! I think
of you all often. Kindest regards to all the staff and especially to yourself.
Yours sincerely,
JANE EASSIE
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From Sue Wallace
At Sydney University

I am very happy in my choice of Pharmacy, and like the course very much. I
love Sydney University, and I feel quite at home there. I am having help once a week
in Pure and Applied Maths from one of the lecturers, but I passed all the other exams.
Chemistry I I find very different from school Chemistry, but much more absorbing.
I have more understanding of Physics and Zoology, or perhaps a better foundation.
I joined the Sailing Club at Uni. when it was formed earlier this year, and found
myself elected their first President. Also I joined the Swimming Club, and swam for
Pharmacy in inter-faculty competition.
I have made a number of friends locally, so all in all I'm quite a Sydneyite now.
The minister at the Presbyterian Church at Manly, Mr Richardson, has a lot of Uni.
students in t he Fellowship. He went to Scotch as a small boy, while his father was
minister at St. Aidan's.
I plan to work in a pharmacy during vacation. I'm hoping to stay in it next year,
working Saturdays, as this gives the vital practical experience not gained at Uni.

After School - What Then ?
There is quite a large gap to bridge between school life and tertiary education at
University. This I found when I started on the bottom rung last March at Australia's
largest University- Sydney University, which boasts student numbers just in excess
of 16,000.
Besides being the largest, it is one of the oldest and has traditions stemming
from the days of 1857, when all told, Profes·s ors, administrative staff and undergraduates numbered 40.
By the regulations of the University, all students were compelled in these early
years to wear academic dress at all times, and one of the earliest prints of the
University shows capped and gowned figures mounted on their steeds cantering up
the driveway to the Great Hall, while top-hatted gentlemen in open carriages, complete
with coachmen and footmen, drive past the edifice with a lordly air.
It was at this stage a University to fulfill Sydney's need for eternity- the
only fears of the Chancellor being that the site was too far from town, a tiring mile
by horseback in these days. And now a third University- Macquarie University- is
to be built to cater for the overwhelming number of students since the second
University has reached saturation point at 10,000.
Advantages are great at a large University, clubs of all sorts, extending even to
a Boomerang Club! Entertainment at all times, a change of movie programme, for
example, daily.
The disadvantages are of course the numbers. I go to lectures in a group of
600 students (the size of P.L.C.l which does not lend itself to individual teaching
as accustomed to at school. The competition may be hard, but the rewards are, I think
greater because of a sense of achievement and satisfaction.
The course I am doing, Pharmacy, is a three year course, first year being a
year common to many Science faculties including Medicine, Dentistry, Agriculture
Science, Engineering, etc. In second and later years all these faculties branch into
their respective fields. The common first year gives you a chance to change your
course, which so often becomes necessary, when you find what University and the
course you are doing is really like.
The terms, so much shorter than school terms, are only nine weeks' duration.
By tradition we call them Lent, Trinity and Michaelmas. There is a saying, "Lent
Freshers work, Trinity no one works, Michaelmas everyone works. " Especially so
when exam time-tables are circulated- t hey measure 1ft. by 3Ht. long and the tiny
printing covers both sides, and the footnote says, no excuse can be accepted for
students who mis-read the time-table!
If you are considering a University course I suggest you make a determined effort
to achieve this goal. Life at University is hard work, though there is a lot of fun
too, but the rewards are more than worthwhile.
SUE WALLACE, Sydney University
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"Freshwater Bay"
D. Baird , IIIK

Adelaide
After spending over six years in Perth, a city whch we grew to love, and left,
much to our disappointment, our first impressions of Adelaide were an awareness of
the close proximity which Adelaide bears to the principal eastern capitals of Sydney
and Melbourne. Whilst this is not necessarily an advantage to Adelaide, it made us
aware of the isolation of the city of Perth and brought home to us the fact that
Perth is the most isolated city in the world.
Here in day to day discussions, happenings in the Eastern States are not only
discussed in the Press, but serve as a topic of discussion amongst people in the
street. This is, of course, in direct opposition to the situation as it exists in the
West, where, in the main, the subjects discussed from day to day relate to events
that have happened locally. We do not, however, look on this as a disadvantage as
we would much prefer to be residing in the city which is growing up so greatly
independent and establishing its own future .
The isolation of Perth, however, has had considerable effect on the number of
International and/ or Australian events and this particularly applies to the live theatre,
where, in the short time that we have resided in Adelaide, regular and outstanding
shows such as "The Black and White Minstrel Show", "The Ice Follies", "Mary, Mary",
and "Lilac Time" have been performed in this city and in this regard we must not
forget that the "Beatles" also opened their Australian programme in this city!
Climatically, Adelaide has not the same equable climate of Perth and their
winters are extremely cold with minimum temperatures ten to fifteen degrees below
those existing in Perth. We have not, as yet, had summer in this city, but we have
been told that the summer temperatures can be exceedingly hot, and similarly dry
to Perth.
Other things which. we have noted which vary considerably from Perth, are
the colours in the deciduous trees in the autumn months, in particular the Claret
Ash, and Silver Birch, all of which grow to a perfection in this State and in the
autumn produce a magnificent spectacle of coloured leaves.
Despite all this however , we long for a return to the sandy ·s oil, magnificent
beaches and equable climate of the city of Perth and we can only hope that we may be
fortunate enough to return t o your delightful city at some future date.
SUE AND LIBBY SOMERV AILLE
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N.W.T., via Moosonee,
Ontario, Canada
September 8, 1964
Dear Miss Dunston, Staff and Students,
You will have to excuse the brevity of this letter but due to circumstances typical
of the north of Canada, our mail plane for 24th of this month has been cancelled.
The water temperature apparently is dropping and they are afraid of freezing up, if
they come in. All this means we have to have our mail ready for the plane on the
lOth, which only gives us two days. Also we have only been in here a week and have
only just finished unpacking and setting up the house. We have a two-bedroom house
with an attractive view from the living-room windows, across the bay and neighbouring island. This is rugged country and although devoid of trees, very striking and
imposing. There is hardly a patch of snow anywhere at the moment but by the end of
this month or early October we shall no doubt have ample.
The weather so far has been beautiful and sunny except for some rain this morning and the temperature has risen to the 40s. However, these balmy, "hot" summer
days will soon give way to the more suitable climate of this area.
The school staff this year numbers four plus an Eskimo assistant, and class numbers at present are around 15. However, we can expect these to rise to a high 18.
There has been a tremendous rise and fall in tides lately. This is common in the
Arctic but the fall or autumn tides we are experiencing now are the greatest. The
distance between Dorset Island and the neighbouring island is almost halved at low
tide and in places one can even walk across, as they are completely exposed.
From now until late December the period is known as "freeze-up." Over the
next two and a half months the water gradually freezes over and the ground is covered in snow. Towards the end of December the ocean has frozen to several feet in
depth, sufficient for planes to land on, and thus we get our next mail delivery and
chance to send some out, too. Fortunately the Royal Canadian Air Force flies across
the north on its Santa Claus run- this is what is known as the Christmas Air Drop.
Two weeks before Christmas they parachute mail and a Christmas tree to every isolated settlement. This is greatly appreciated, as depending on weather it could even be
January before a plane could land.
So much for Cape Dorset for now. By Christmas we should have managed to
compose another newsletter to keep you informed of what we did next.
For those who haven't been able to keep up with our movements since we left
Fremantle here is a brief run-down. We sailed June 22 during those "winter" storms
which made interesting travelling for the first two days! Our ports of call were, in
order, Singapore, Penang, Port Swettenham, Hong Kong, Moji, Kobe, Nagoya and
Yokohama, the last four being in Japan. At Nagoya we left the ship to travel overland to Matsumoto to visit the parents of a friend and rejoined the ship at Yokohama.
From Yokohama our next port was Vancouver, where we disembarked. At each port
of call we found new and fascinating things and thoroughly recommend the trip to
everyone. The ship itself was exceedingly good and we thoroughly enjoyed ourselves.
After five days in Vancouver and a side-trip into the United States we headed for
Jasper Park by trail. This is one of the many fabulous national parks in the Rockies.
From there we took the train across Canada to Toronto where we stayed four days.
By then our time had run out and to Ottawa we did go. We expected to have to stay
two weeks in Ottawa at an orientation course but after one week we were flown
north to Frobisher Bay. We managed to work for three days at Montreal in between.
We spent the next week at Frobisher Bay continuing the course. On Tuesday, 1st
September, a Catalina flying boat brought us into Dorset, which is where we began.
A Very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to you .
With best wishes.
DIANE AND KEITH
(Diane Cook- nee Gribble- is a P .L.C. "old girl" and we are very interested in
her "new" life.)
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GARDENS

Grade VII Notes
Our classroom is in Baird House and it is a nice change from the Junior School.
Most girls enjoy working in Baird House, and being by ourselves makes us feel more
independent.
Everyone started off at the beginning of the year with great enthusiasm in the
garden, but most of us prefer tennis and basketball to gardening, so the garden has
suffered. However, at the beginning of Third Term we made a gallant effort to
tidy it up.
At the beginning of Second and Third Term we were pleased to welcome several
new girls to our form.
We thoroughly enjoyed our excursions in Second Term to Kwinana and Parliament
House. Both were most educational and we particularly enjoyed seeing over the new
section of Parliament House . We were most impressed by the use of West Australian
timber in this new portion, not realising before how beautiful our timbers were.
The whole Form wish to congratulate Carolyn Hoare on her success in the
scholarship, especially as she is the youngest girl in our form.
We wish to thank Mrs. Davies for the help she has given us this year. Our best
wishes go with Sally Sprenger, Diana Semmonds and Christine Eadie who are
leaving us this year to go to the Eastern States to live.
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Grade VI
Early . in First Term the Swimming Sports provided much excitement. Jill
Chellew and Peta Howie carried off the honours for 25yds. freestyle, 25yds. backstroke,
and 25yds. breaststroke. Jill also won Grade VI diving.
As a reward for "slaving" all the term Grades V and VI were taken to see the
Museum at Mundaring Weir. This museum had been officially opened a few weeks
previously. It was a very interesting expedition and we all agreed with Pauline when
she said, "Although it cost a lot it was well worth it. I learned many things which
were only touched on in our text book."
On returning to school after our May holidays we were thrilled to find our class
room had been painted white with a contrasting green on doors and cupboards.
Everything looked so bright and cheerful that it was ·a pleasure to work in the room
and we have made a vow to keep it looking spic and span. Other second term highlights were a visit to the Old Mill at South Perth, a basketball match against Grade
VI Cottesloe State School which we won 13-7, and a Penny Concert which was produced by Junior School. The Speech girls contributed items for the first part of
the programme-each one saying a poem. Judging was done by Mrs. McClelland and
we congratulate Maryann Ctercteko on winning the Grade VI section of the competition. Vicki Walker, our pianist, delighted the audience with "Alley Cat."
Singing, dancing and plays made a happy ending to a good term.
Term III: Knowing we would be too exhausted to enjoy anything when this
term is over we had an early excursion to King's Park. The Gould League, which
organised a Nature Trail, is to te congratulated for providing a wonderful afternoon's instruction for so many hundreds of school children who took part. Our
Grade VI was also commended for having 100% Gould League membership. (A class
with 100% membership receives a colourful pennant to hang in their classroom.)
We are all very grateful to Miss Dunston for allowing us the use of the television
set in the Senior School Theatre. The series of lectures given on Health and How
the Human Body Functions have been particularly helpful and interesting. The doctor
who gives these lectures devotes that extra time to difficult aspects which makes
it possible for all to grasp his explanations and understand the subject much better.
Open Day was voted a great success. The lecturette by Katie Smith and Kandy
James, and the "discussions" created most interest. Three teams, each consisting of
six class members and a chairman "debated" the following:(1) Are you in favour of more portions of the Swan River being reclaimed for
roads, buildings or parking areas?
(2) Are you in favour of King's Park being further developed for Sporting
Activities?
(3) Are you in favour of Aboriginals having full Citizen Rights?
Discussion was animated and questions were searching throughout. All did well,
especially the chairmen!
Junior Sports Day was very successful in spite of the heavy showers that made
the last four events difficult. It was quite a new experience to see relay races run
in raincoats. However, even these trials and tribulations did not deter the House
of Stewart which was able to carry the day by beating Carmichael by only a few
points.

Grade V
Grade V is a very big class this year. Early in First Term we were all practising
for the ·s wimming sports. They were very exciting and won by Ferguson. We are proud
of the Grade V team who swam for P.L.C. at Perth College. Our Tuckshops for Cot
and Relief Fund have been very successful for we sold many toffees and drinks. We
visited Mundaring Weir Museum with Grade VI.
. During Second Term a scholarship exam was held. It caused great excitement as
nearly everyone in the class entered. We were please(! that all six scholarships went
to our girls. Folk dancing is our favourite lesson and we practised hard for the Penny
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Concert. The fi nalists in t he poetry competition said t heir poems at the concert. We
visited the Old Mill, seeing the cottage, carriages and blacksmith's works.
Parents' Day in Third Term was fun. We enjoyed playing our recorders, doing
our projects and having discussions for them. An afternoon at King's Park walking
along the Nature Trail was most interesting. Now the Junior School Sports are over
we have settled down to work for our exams.

Grade IV
This year we have had many thi n gs to divert our attention- Parents' Day, Sports
Day, a play. During the Second Term we had a visit from the Inspector.
A thermometer created great interest during Second Term and the recording of
temperatures-mostly very cold!
We are very proud of our newly-painted classroom.
Our picture boards sh ow that our artists have been busy with pictures, designs,
wildflower projects.
The children greatly enjoy visiting the Senior School to watch T.V. lessons
which have taken us to many parts of the world.

Grades II & III
We have kad a very busy, happy year. During 2nd term many of us were very
interested in the Art of Speech Competition. The winners and Junior School classes
entertained the school at a concert.
We were all pleased to see our parents when they visited us to see how we work
at school.
We thoroughly enjoy our T .V. lessons which necessitate visits to the Senior School
lecture theatre.
Other highlights of the year were the Inspector's visit, Sports Day, and a play"The Princess and the Swineherd."

Kindergarten Notes
Well! here we are again after a fairly uneventful year. It is a shame we decided
to get chicken pox this term as we have to be very busy getting ready for our Christmas Tree. First Term we were all very excited to be back again to see our old friends
and to make new ones, too, and as there are 48 of us it took a little time to get to
know everyone.
Second Term was not very enjoyable as we had to spend nearly every day inside
and the noise we made was even louder than the Beatles' admirers. However, we did
have a lot of excitement when we got some beautiful new nursery rhyme pictures.
Quite the best we have ever had and we are all very grateful. This term two of our
Mothers- Mrs. Evans and Mrs. Langdon- worked very hard for us painting plasticine
tins, covering boxes as well as making new dolls' clothes and giving us a lovely
dressed doll. Then last week the little ones got some new jigsaws and play toys.We
all get very excited when we get new things. Of course, you realize we are all very
young and so can't write for long.
To end our notes you might like to hear that Willie, who is very fond of drawing,
told us that one of his drawings were pictures of everyone up in the sky- God, the
fairies and Father Christmas. Michael one morning told us how he had fallen off a
chair and knocked his chin which made it all bleed.
With lots of luck for the exams and best Christmas wishes to you all from the
most important people at P.L.C.
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Mundaring Weir Museum
On Wednesday, 6th May, Grades V and VI went to Mundaring Weir. Travelling
along the Darlington Road we saw Chipper's Leap, the rock from which a man called
Chipper jumped to safety 25 feet below, after he and a young companion were a ttacked
by aboriginals. Chipper escaped with a spear in his back but his young friend was
killed. When we reached Mundaring Weir w e went to the old pumping station building which has now been turned into a Museum.
The first thing of interest that I saw was a large board covered with drawings
and information about C. Y. O'Connor and Lord Forrest.
It was interesting to read some of the old newspaper articles of the early goldfields days in W estern Australia and to see photographs of that time, which gave us
a good idea of the hardships people endured then.
We also read in these old articles that many important citizens thought it would
be impossible to pump water to Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie from Mundaring. However, after studying the plans drawn up by Mr. C. Y. O'Connor, Engineer-in-Chief of
the Public Works Department, John Forrest overcame all opposition and entrusted
the planning and carrying out of the Goldfields Water Scheme to this very clever
engineer, while he arranged the finance for the scheme. Eventually Parliament voted
£3,000,000 for the work. This was a lot of m oney in those days.
It is sad to think that C. Y. O'Connor was driven to an early death as a result of
all the worry and controversy at the time and did not see the wonderful success which
crowned his efforts.
After seeing all over the Museum, we went to the picnic grounds nearby and had
lunch. Ann Brooks and Kathie Digwood took photographs. After lunch we walked
across the overway of the weir and admired the view.
When Kandy James looked down into the water in the weir she had a queer
experience. She said she could see C. Y. O'Connor's face and imagined she could hear
him whispering, " If only they had trusted me ... " He appeared to be shaking a fist,
then his reflection faded and all she saw was her own face staring back at her.
On the way home I thought we had spent a very enjoyable and educational day,
and although I have been to the W eir many times I did not know there was a Museum
there.
KATE SMITH, Grade VI

King's Park Nature Trail
On October 9th, 1964, Grades V and VI were very excited because they were
going to the King's Park Nature Trail.
The Nature Trail was organised by the Gould League to show the beauty of the
bush and the haunts of the birds and animals that live in the park.
A bus was hired to take us to the Roe Memorial which was the starting point for
the Trail.
,
When we arrived there were about eight other rather large schools waiting to
commence. After waiting for about twenty minutes we each received a pamphlet telling us what we were to see and where to look for certain things. Then we crossed
the road and started along the bush trail. The children from the various schools went
off in groups of fifty.
When we came to the haunt of the Red Wattle Bird (No. 4 in our pamphlet) we
saw an owl in a tree- which just sat and gazed at us. We moved on and soon came
to the first crosswalk, where a man was talking about lizards (bob-tailed lizards) .
At two points on the trail we were met by senior members of the Gould League with
live specimens of lizards and sn akes which they gave short talks about. We were told
the difference between legless lizards and snakes and were fascinated to see the
correct way to handle these specimens (not that I want to!) .
Soon it was time to return to our starting point. After Mrs. Parsons and Mrs.
Leslie thanked the Senior Members of the Gould League for an interesting and informative afternoon, some of us met our parents a nd the rest caught buses and we returned home.
When I got home I told my mother about t he Nature Trail and when I told my
friends they were all very envious and I am taking them on the Nature Trail during
the holidays.
GERALDINE CAMBRIDGE, Grade VI
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The Islanders
I used to live in the islands;
A happy place was it,
The beach was all covered with white sand,
And little crabby pits.
T he Islanders wore grass skirts,
Or lava-lavas for boys.
Coconut leaves for grass skirts,
And cloth, not like cloth from Foys.
There is one store on every island,
With everything you need,
All except a little hand
From the Islandee.
The food is not very nice, you know,
Cause it has to travel far,
But raw fish and coconut
Is the best you ever could buy.
(If you could.)
SUSAN ANGELONI, Grade IV
(from the Gilbert and Ellice Islands)

My Most Emba1•rassing Moment
My most embarrassing moment was when I was spending a day on a farm at
Gingin.
There were two boys, Bruce and a friend of his (whose name I have forgotten)
and Libby, a six-year-old.
After we had been round the farm and had seen all the sheep, and one of the
farm workers had driven my father's car, we had tea.
We had spaghetti and meatballs for tea and when I had eaten mine I watched
the others eat. I was sitting with my sister Rosie on one side and Bruce's friend on
the other.
Bruce was sucking up spaghetti and I was trying to imitate him, but without
spaghetti and I made a funny noise which sounded like the noise you make when
you kiss.
(You can try it some t ime and I think you will find you make a funny noise too.)
Bruce said (naturally for a boy), "Who are you practising that for?" Well, you
can imagine how embarrassed I felt and I still feel I will never be able to forget it.
I answered, "I do not know," but afterwards I thought I should have said, "Spaghetti." And now I always call him "Spaghetti."
HELEN BRINE, Grade VI

Homework
I wish I had 20 thumbs
When I come to the harder sums.
I wish tha t I had brains to burn
When spelling's what I have to learn.
And when I have to write a poem,
I think the next day I'll stay home.
B. ABBOTT, Grade V
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The boy stood in the engine's track,
Nor did he hear its squeal,
The driver took a little spade,
And scraped him off the wheel.
(Adapted with apologies )
KANDY JAMES, Grade VI

Come Along Kitty
Come along, Kitty, come for a walk ;
Into the garden I'm going.
Come along, Kitty, come for a walk.
" I cannot," ' says Kitty, "it's snowing."
J. GOLDEY, Grade III

My Dog
I have a sweet little dog,
Each night he sleeps like a log.
H e really is quite clever,
And he has a friend called Trevor.
One day he went for a swim,
And never again did we see him.
He might have drowned in the River Sarr,
Or he might have been run over by a car.
ROBYN GEAR, Grade IV

Simba
This is about my cat ; his name is Simmy. His real name is Simba. This is an
African word meaning lion. We called him this name because cats and lions belong
to the same family . We have a dog next door called Tommy, who is always chasing
Simmy and often bites him. Then I am the nurse who looks after him and makes him
better.
CAROLINE BRAND, Grade II

Visitors
When visitors knock,
Mum's in her bedroom
Changing her frock .
They say they'll make no trouble,
But really they do know
It will make the dishes double.
Out come Mum's best mats,
Cups and saucers, too,
And she has no time for chats.
Cake is cut, kettle's on the boil,
Out comes Mum's best silver,
And that's half the toil.
When visitors leave at last
Mum sees the dishes
And looks downcast.
P. SWAN, Grade VI
[Several other interesting contributions had to be omitted, with regret, due to
lack of space.]
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Leaving Certificate 1963
P . McDONALD
J . ADAMS- M.
C. McMILLAN-- M.
A. BEDELLS
T. MAXWELL
J. BROAD- M., D .
J. MURDOCH
J. CHADWICK
W. OCKERBY- M., 1 D.
C. CLIFTON
J. REILLY-- M .
J. CLIFTON- M .
P . ROBINSON
M. DARLINGTON- M ., 2 D., C.S.
J. RUSHTON- M. , 1 D., C.S.
*A. DURACK- M., 6 D., C.S .
J. SAMSON- M., 1 D., C.S.
L. HALLETT
L. SIDES- M.
J . HARTZ- M ., 1D.
A. T A YLOR- M ., 1 D ., C.S.
R. HERBERT- M .
J. VAN HATTEM- M., 1 D ., C.S.
P. HICKEY
S. W ALLACE- M., 1 D., C.S .
G. IRVINE
'''S . WALTON- M ., 6 D., C.S.
T. JONES
E . WEYGERS
D . KATZ- M ., 1 D .
P . WILSON- M., 1 D .
J. LANE--M ., C.S .
A. LEISHMAN
M.- Ma tricula tion.
D.- Distinction.
C.S .- Commonwealth Scholarship.
SUZANNE WALTON ( Gen~r~~ Government Exhibition
)
l Exh1b1tJOn for German
(D ux- 1963
J Gowrie Trust Fund Scholarship
ANNE DURACK- Exhibition for Biology

Junior Certificate 1963
(Number of subjects in bt·ackets)

D . ALLNUTT (7 )
C. BARDWELL (6 )
G. BARNETT (6)
M. BEAVIS (7 )
C. BEILBY (5 )
J . BOWER (10)
S. BRAZILL-SMITH (6)
S. BREARLEY (5 )
S. BROOK (8 )
S . BUNNING (6)
J. BURKETT (7 )
N. CATO (6)
K. CHIEW (9)
E. CLARKE (8 )
J . CLOWES (7 )
E. COOPER (8)
M. CRAIG (8 )
S. CTERCTEKO (8 )
E . DEMPSTER (7 )
MARGARET DEMPSTER (7 )
MARY DEMPSTER (7)
J . EASSIE (8 )
K. EDWARDS (9 )
H . FRASER ( 7)
S. FULLERTON (8 )
S. GENT (7 )
J. GREENACRE (8 )
J. GREENHAM (8 )
M . VAN HATTEM (9 )
L. HA WTIN (7 )
J. HEBITON (6 )

D. HINES (6 )
C. HOLT (8 )
S. HUGHES l9J
J . INGLETON (9 )
T . JAMES (7 )
R. KENT (7 )
M. KERR (7 )
M. KNOX (5)
D . LANKESTER (9 )
J. LANYON (6 )
W . LEACH (6 )
K. LETCHFORD (6 )
E. LOVELL (9)
S. McCLELLAND (9 )
M. McDONALD (6 )
S . McGOWN (6 )
J. MACKELLAR (6 )
G. McNEILL (8 )
B . McPHARLIN (5 )
F. MASKIELL (8 )
J . MASTERSON (6 )
E . MEARES (8 )
R. MEYER (7)
A. MONCUR (6 )
J. MOORE (6 )
D. NANKIVELL (8 )
L . OATES (6 )
J . OFFICER (8 )
R. PARIS (7)
R. PATERSON (5 )
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S.
V.
S.
S.
L.
K.
C.
P.
C.
D.
J.
H.
J.
J.

PHILLIPS (7)
QUARTERMAINE
ROBERTSON (6)
ROBINSON (9)
ROGERS (5)
ROSE ( 7 )
ROSE THAL ( 6 )
ROYAL ( 8 )
RUTTER (8)
RUTTER ( 7 )
SEWELL (6)
SHARP ( 8 )
SHAW (7)
SIMPSON ( 7 )

D. SOLOMON (8)
E. SOMERV AILLE (7)
J. SPRENGER (8)
P. STEEL (9)
M . STYLES (6)
A. SUIJDENDORP (5)
J . TAYLOR (6)
P. TEMPERLEY (6)
J. TOMPKINS (9)
G. TRAVERS (8)
D . TYLER (9)
*S. WALTON (9)
M . WESTRHEIM (6)
A. YOUNG (9)

(~ )

SARAH WALTON { Secondary School Scholarship
C.T.A. Scholarship

Nursing
FIRST PROFESSIONAL NURSES' EXAMINATION
Anatomy and Physiology

ANDERSON, M.
AMBROSE, F .
BURGIN, P .

CHELLEW, M.
HADDEN, G .
Personal and Communal Hea.lth

LEWIS, C.
McDONALD, S.
McNEILL, D.

MONTEFIORE , M.
SYMINGTON, J.-A.

Mothereraft 1963
HONOURS

ANDERSON, C.
AMBROSE, F.
BARRETT-LENNARD, J.
BLACK, S.
BROWN, P.
BUSSEMAKER, R.
CRAWLEY, M .
EASTON, E.

HAMILTON, J.
FAUCKNER, C.
LOCKWOOD, P.
NIENABER, J.
REID, M.
STENHOUSE, M.
SWAN, D.
WHITTAKER, M.
CREDIT

ANDREW, M.
FORSYTH, D .
GREIG, H.
HIGHET, J .
HADDEN, G.

HUBBARD, M.
JAMES, M.
MEWS, A.
MONTEFIORE, M.
WHEATLEY, A.
PASS

ANDERSON, N.
ANGEL, A.
CHERRY, P.
COOK, E.
DAVIES, S.
MARSHALL, S.
McCOOKE, F.

McDARF ALL, B.
McKENZIE, J.
McNEILL, D.
QUARTERMAINE, T.
STEPHENSON, A.
TREMLETT, S.
TRO:rTER, J.
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Alliance Francaise 1963
D = Distinction.
Division IIA: M. Darlington, A. Durack, J. van Hatten, S. Walton (D).
Division liB: J. Adams, F. Ambrose, L. Benjamin (D), M'. Benson, P. Burgin,

R. Bussemaker, J. Chadwick, M. Chellew, H. Clarke, D. Cross, E. Easton,
J. Edmunds, K. Fisher, S. Genoni, P. Hocking (D), T. Jones, A. Mews, W. Millington,
P . Preston, A. Reid, M. Reid, J. Reilly, M. Stenhouse, A. Stephenson, J. A. Symington,
A. Taylor, D. Walton, J. Wilkins.
Division III: J. Bower, S. Bunning, K. Chiew, M'. Craig, K. Edwards, S. Fullerton,
J. Greenacre, M. van Hattem (D), L. Hawtin, S. Hughes, J. Ingleton, T. James (D),
D. Lankesta, S. McClelland, J. MacKellar, F. Maskiell, A. Moncur, D. MacRivell, C.
Rutter (D), H . Sharp (D), D. Solomon, P. Steel, J. Tompkins, S. Walton (D), M .
Westrheim.
Division IV: P. Anderson, D. Baird, J. Barrington, J. Benson, D. Chapman, M.
Fraser, J. Glenister, R. Meyer, R. Naughton (D), J. Pearson, S. Perry, T. Plaistowe, M. Sides, P. Stewart, R. Teasdale, L. Thorn (D), N. Tregonning.
Prizes : Suzanne Walton, M. van Hattem, Sarah Walton.

D .A.S. Exams.
(DEUTSCH-AUSTRALISCHER SPRACHVEREIN)
ANNUAL EXAMS
Division IB: J. Hartz, S. Wallace, C. McMillan (Distinction and special award).

The Parents "' Association
As the "Kookaburra" went to press i.n November 1963 our second fete was underway. A bright sunny day on November 9 was the culmination of an enormous amount
of preparation, especially by the mothers. The fete was a wonderful success and
resulted in a sum of £1800 net being raised, which sum more than paid off the
amount owing on the swimming pool. For the first time, the Association's bank
account registered a credit balance- about £900 and the committee was encouraged
to provide some other amenities for the college- fiction books to the value of £200
were supplied, a school television set and a taperecorder were purchased. The TV set
is used for telecasts of Leaving Mathematics, Physics, French, Junior School,
Physiology and Hygiene, and entertainment of the Boarders at weekends. The taperecorder is used for language and speech instruction. The Committee has received
expressions of warm appreciation for these contributions to the College. The cost of
buses for sports teams has been met from our funds.
At the present time consideration is being given to equipping the stage of
Carmichael Hall with new curtains and other facilities. As 1965 is the College Jubilee
Year, the Association looks forward to participating in some useful Jubilee project.
Suggestions are being collected for placing before the Annual Meeting, in March next.
The Canteen has continued to flourish under the invaluable guidance of Mr. and
Mrs. Travers and with assistance of the roster of mothers . There seems little doubt
that the canteen is fulfilling a most useful purpose.
The Committee has been active in its endeavours to improve the cross-walk on
Stirling Highway where fast morning traffic constitutes a real danger. The matter
is at present being considered by Government authorities.
In June, Sergeant Watson spoke to a general meeting of parents on "The Role of
Radio in the Police Service". Prior to this talk, girls demonstrated garments they had
made in class, modelling them themselves in a delightful mannequin parade, after
which they retired to an enjoyable supper. The only other social gathering was the
annual dinner on November 17.
It is a pleasure to record again the happy relationship which has continued between
the College Council, the Principal, Miss Dunston, Staff and the parents.
J. A. CRAWLEY
President
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Old Collegians

!I

Association

At the Old Collegians' Annual Meeting in Febr uary, Mrs Freda Stimson was
elected President for a second term of office- other members of the Committee elected
were Vice-Presidents, Mesdames Val Barratt-Hill and Betty Hicks ; Immediate PastPresident, Mrs. Mary McLennan; Secretary, Miss Sue Gooch ; Treasurer, Miss Helen
Shilkin ; General Committee, Mrs. Ada Gooch, Misses Patricia McLennan, M. Piesse,
Wendy Ockerby, Terri Jones, Susan Waldeck.
The Old Collegians' Ball was held at the South Perth City Hall on June 26 and
was an outstanding success. The decorations, masks and two bands made it a little
different and the Ball Committee is to be commended on their efforts.
A numb er of our members have daughters at school and it was nice to see so
many Old Collegians attending the Annual Church service which was held at St.
Andrew' s Presbyterian Church, St. George's Terrace, this year.
The Birthday Dinner was held on August 18 in the Carmichael Hall and was not
as well attended as it should have been. This is unfortunate as it always proves
a happy and enjoyable occasion. Next year will l:e the Jubilee of P .L.C. and w e
hope to see you all there. We have plans for a Buffet D inner in order to accommodate
the numbers expected.
This year a Combined Old Collegians' Ball was held in place of the Seven Stars
Ball-although Debutantes were not presented it was a very successful function and
we received a cheque for £34 as our share of the proceeds.
Our Annual At Home again took the form of a Golf Day when some fifty Old
Collegians and visitors from other colleges enjoyed a game of golf at Chidley
Point Golf Club. We were pleased to welcome Miss Dunston to luncheon and so enable
h er to meet representatives from other schools.
P .L.C. convened a meeting the same afternoon and it has been decided to hold
a Combined Old Collegians' Golf Day early next year with P.L.C. as the Hostess
School.
The South-West Luncheon was held on October 27 at the home of Mrs. Enid
Jenour at Burekup. Seventeen members were present but unfortunately, for various
reasons, no city members were able to be present.
A member of our Committee to marry this year was Patricia McLennan to Peter
Miles. For those who do not know, you may be interested that Miss Pat Church is
the Warden of St. Catherine's College, while some of our girls studying
French at the University feel they have never left P.L.C . as Dr. Summers is lecturing
there.
We are sorry to record the death of Miss Hendry who was well known to older
members of our Association.
The Association wishes all past and present pupils every success in their exam inations and we look forward to meeting the new "Old Girls" at our Annual General
Meeting in February in the Carmichael Hall.
We wish to acknowledge a gift of £5/ 5/ - from the O.C.A. for the library.
The "Kookaburra" committee gratefully acknowledge·s the receipt of the following
magazines and apologizes for any omissions:" Recorder," Scotch College.
"Swan," Guildford Grammar School.
"Collegian," M.L.C. Claremont.
"Cygnet," Hale School.
"Chronicle," St. Hilda's School.
"Saga," Penrhos.
"Western Wyvern," Wesley College .
"Myola," Perth College.
"The Mitre," Christ Church Grammar School.
"Firbank Log," C.E.G.S. , Melbourne.
The Magazine of Aquinas College .
The Magazine of Trinity College.
The Magazine of P.L.C., Pymble.
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Autographs

